This report examines the development and implementation of performance indicators in higher education, focusing on the factors driving increased demand for accountability in higher education and the use of performance indicators in the United States and other countries. It discusses the public and political concern for increased productivity, accountability, and quality assessment at colleges and universities in the United States and other countries, in light of educational retrenchment and budgetary constraints. It then reviews the use of performance indicators and outcomes measures in the United States, focusing on the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) benchmarking project, the Peterson's/AGB (Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges) strategic indicators survey, the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) indicators of good practice project, and the Education Commission of the States (ECS) project. It then examines the use of performance indicators in Great Britain, Canada, Australia, The Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, and Denmark. The report concludes by discussing possible future trends in the use of performance indicators by governments and institutions to promote productivity, accountability, and quality in higher education. A list of related publications is included. (Contains approximately 500 references.) (MDM)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

When Adam walked with Eve in the Garden of Eden, he was overheard to say (presumably by the angel just arrived with the flaming sword), "You must understand, my dear, that we are living through a period of transition" (Gray 1951, p. 213).

This volume is also about transitions and issues unfolding during the implementation of performance indicators. Beginning in the 1980s, the era concerned primarily with growth in enrollments and access was largely over, while another waited further definition and recognition in such emerging issues as public accountability, quality, productivity, and undergraduate education.

The 1980s was also distinguished by the growth of the movement toward assessment and accountability. While higher education in the United States was affected by several phenomena during this decade, surely none created more fundamental change than the movement toward assessment. A 1990 study by the Education Commission of the States, for example, revealed that 40 states actively promoted assessment (Ewell, Finney, and Lenth 1990). Along with this movement was a rising interest in the quality of undergraduate education, and a litany of studies published in the 1980s lamented the poor condition of undergraduate education, pointing to inadequacies that needed to be corrected (see, e.g., Association of American 1985; Bennett 1984; Boyer 1987; Levine and Boyer 1981; Sykes 1988). By 1986, all 50 states and the District of Columbia had developed initiatives to improve undergraduate education (Boyer and McGuinness 1986).

Accompanying this movement was a subtle shift from growth in funding, principally through formula funding, toward funding "outcomes," "results," and "performance." This focus on performance, using funding incentives as motivators, helped encourage policy makers and the academic community to explore the use of a system of indicators to raise warning signs about the efficiency and effectiveness of higher education.

These domestic efforts paralleled developments in higher education in a number of countries, particularly in Europe and Australia. Since the late 1970s, the concepts of performance indicators and quality assessment have clearly become international issues (Dochy, Segers, and Wijnen 1990a, 1990b; Kells 1993). Indeed, they are becoming an integral part of
an emerging international method on how to manage higher education, with indicators serving as signals or guides for making national or international comparisons in educational quality, effectiveness, and efficiency (National Center for Education 1994a; Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992). Further, the main advantage of such performance indicator systems is their usefulness as points of reference for comparing quality or performance against peers over time, or achievement against a desired objective.

The 1990s emerged as part of another era awaiting further definition. First, the development of performance indicators in the 1990s differs from that in the 1980s. Policy makers are generally less inclined toward the voluntary institutional improvement of the 1980s and more focused on a system of mandated public accountability. And by 1994 some 18 states had developed indicator systems, most of them in the first three years of the decade (Ewell 1994a). A heightened tempo in the use of performance indicators, accompanied by a tendency to copy other states' systems, resulted in a common core of state indicators to address common problems. Concomitant with this movement was greater centralization of authority, with the intent of bringing about more public accountability and better management—which will likely underlie much future funding of higher education in the United States.

The air is full of questions. Will the federal government assume greater centralized control of higher education through such areas as accreditation and financial aid and by using a set of national goals and performance standards? Will international education continue to be reformed through the mechanisms of performance indicators and incentive funding? How should such mechanisms be best used to motivate and bring about desired reforms on campus and at state, regional, or national levels? While scholars and legislators debate these questions, the public's investment in and concern about quality and performance in higher education continue unabated, and institutional resistance to fundamental reform remains ingrained. It remains unclear whether performance indicators and incentive funding will result in any widespread, lasting innovations or the concept will pass quickly through higher education in this country, leaving only a modest residue.

Perhaps, however, a hint about any lasting contribution and the future role for performance indicators can be found.
in Europe, where early pioneering efforts on quality assessment are maturing. Nationally, the role of performance indicators is declining (Green 1994; Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994), and growing doubts about the ability to "measure the unmeasurable," particularly about the validity of such measures to evaluate and be used to reward quality, have led to retrenchment in such countries as the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. At the same time, national and institutional experiments with such assessment techniques as peer reviews and quality audits are gaining prominence, relegating performance indicators to the role of supporting tools in such efforts (Green 1994; Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994).

This emerging approach offers the collective faculty a more palatable, more dynamic vision of academic quality, ostensibly more worthy of their commitment and pursuit than any externally imposed system of performance indicators (Burke 1994). Faculty resolutely insist they know academic quality when they see it and should retain the primary responsibility for assessing and rewarding it. But such autonomy is always purchased by providing measures of accountability for results and resources to the public and to policy makers. It remains to be seen whether faculty will assume the collective mantle of responsibility and professional obligation to develop processes that develop a sense of common purpose and shared accountability with the various publics. If this pattern gains prominence, performance indicators will likely be relegated to a minor role as a supporting tool; if the academy does not respond, the public appetite for results will expand and crystallize around the use of external performance indicators to measure desired results. And the jury is still out on the results desired.
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The increasing demand for quantifiable evidence that higher education is worth the cost and the time involved is a result of three major economic and social changes of the last three decades. First, a higher education has become considerably more important in securing and keeping a good paying job than it was 30 years ago. For society as a whole, the quality of higher education institutions is crucial to the nation’s ability to compete economically with the other countries of the world. Second, consumers have become more sophisticated. The more college graduates and the more students with parents who are college graduates, the less willing are consumers to accept the effectiveness of their education on faith, especially when they believe their personal expectations for an education are not being met. Students are no longer willing to accept that the faculty’s professional expertise should allow them to make decisions that affect their lives without some evidence of the validity and reliability of those decisions. Third, the cost of higher education is greater than it was 30 years ago. Higher education is taking an increasingly large portion of disposable or discretionary income of both individuals and public funding agencies. As decisions about spending become harder and more painful to make, people naturally want information to help them decide where they should put their money. The consequence is greater demand for quantitative data about how well higher education is performing. But what should be measured, and how will this measurement be used?

Three types of performance indicators can be used to judge the quality of any process. The type most often used is the measurement of results—for higher education, for example, the percentage of students graduating, the number of degrees awarded, the percentage of students going on to graduate schools, or the number of publications by faculty. These measures do not indicate a sense of quality, however, only quantity. Increasingly, the expectation is now to measure the quality or degree of the outcome—“measuring the value added”—exemplified by how many students went to the best graduate schools, their average starting salary compared to comparable schools, or the number of faculty publications cited in the publications of other scholars.

The second measure of performance is the quality of inputs: SAT or ACT scores of entering students, their rank in class or recognition as a merit scholar, the rank of faculty.
members' graduate degree programs, whether faculty brought with them research grants, or the number of refereed publications. The theory behind indicators of this type is that if the quality of input is high, then results will be high.

The third set of measurements that has become increasingly important as performance indicators is measurement of or at critical process points. This new emphasis is a result of concern with the other two types of measurement. When only outcomes or results are measured, then it is too late to do anything but accept or reject the situation. For many, the realization that 50 percent of starting students never achieve their education goals is no longer acceptable. Research has shown that if a process is flawed, highly satisfactory results will not be ensured even if the process starts with quality students and faculty. Consequently, the process of education is receiving increasing scrutiny through indicators such as how often students use the library, each week, participate in study groups, hold positions of leadership, write papers, or consult with their academic adviser. For faculty, process indicators could be the number of hours they use to prepare for class, their use of new technology in teaching, or how they validate their assessment of students.

The demand for and use of performance indicators are the foci of Measuring Up: The Promises and Pitfalls of Performance Indicators in Higher Education. Gerald Gaither, director of institutional research at the Prairie View campus of the Texas A&M University system, Brian P. Nedwek, associate provost and professor of public policy studies at Saint Louis University, and John E. Neal, associate vice president at Webster University in Saint Louis, have synthesized the most important literature concerning the use of various performance indicators and their possible shortcomings. They look at the experiences of higher education in the United States and then review the development and use of performance indicators in Great Britain, Canada, Australia, the Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, and Denmark. The authors’ conclusions provide a direction that could help higher education institutions in this country develop more effective ways to measure the quality of their efforts.

The trend is clear and irreversible: Higher education institutions must start developing better ways to judge more adequately how well they are doing. Higher education has been reluctant to develop performance indicators because, it is
believed, the mission of higher education is too diverse to measure and short term measurement might not be adequate to measure long term success. If the members of the academy—faculty, academic leaders, students—do not participate in the process of developing and improving the use of performance indicators, however, external organizations will force some form of indicators on them. This report provides a broad perspective that will be useful in establishing an understanding of the issues surrounding the use of performance indicators.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor of Higher Education Administration, and Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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This book is dedicated to our spouses.
THE POLICY CONNECTION: Ideas and Actions

An invasion of armies can be resisted, but not an idea whose time has come.

—Victor Hugo, Histoire d'un Crime

Some Background Issues
State-level quality incentives and performance indicators are receiving increased attention nationwide among higher education policy makers and planners. Consider:

- Under the rubric of “the accountability imperative,” several states have now passed laws that require institutions to demonstrate effectiveness, efficiency, sound fiscal stewardship, and proven performance (Ewell 1990, 1994a; Lively 1992).
- A later report by the American Council on Education notes that 97 percent of all institutions claim to engage in assessment (Marchese 1994, p. 4).
- As of 1992, 19 states required public colleges and universities to set up programs to assess what students learn in college (Chronicle 1992).
- Eleven of the 15 states in the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) have passed legislation in the past decade related to assessment, quality, and/or performance reporting (Lively 1992).

The issues of quality and performance indicators have captured the attention of those in higher education, revealing a certain tension among campuses, states, and the public. Prompting much interest in these topics are, among other things, reduced public confidence in education, shrinking state budgets, taxpayers’ complaints about rising costs and taxes, and concern at both the state and national levels about the loss of economic competitiveness, partially as a result of the perceived erosion in educational quality. (Although public confidence in primarily all large organizations in the United States has eroded in an absolute sense since the beginning of the 1980s, organizations like organized labor, organized
religion, and congress have generally suffered a much greater relative erosion of public confidence than has education.)

While a large gap exists on many campuses between these legal mandates and the reality of assessment, the move toward assessment has helped create a notion of excellence based on goal-oriented performance, sometimes rewarded with funding. Tennessee's classic goal-oriented performance funding model, which was legislated in 1984, is still a prototype for other states. Indeed, the SREB helps to prepare model legislation to allow states to develop "good practices" with respect to accountability and educational quality, particularly at the undergraduate level. As early as 1987, the state of Texas moved toward consideration of incentive funding, and later performance funding, as part of this "good practices" effort (Ashworth 1994; Bateman and Elliott 1994; Gaither 1993).

Arkansas is developing a system of productivity goals, Missouri is developing performance funding under the aegis of "funding for results," and South Carolina and Virginia use "report cards" on effectiveness, ostensibly logical first steps along the road to incentive or performance funding. Outside the SREB, Colorado in 1993 adopted a form of incentive funding to reward institutions for exemplary performance that matches state goals (Lively 1994). As of 1994, some 18 states had a system of state-based higher education performance indicators in place, most of which had been developed within the previous three years (Ewell 1994a, p. 147), and it seems likely that this approach will be used increasingly across the country (Ashworth 1994, p. 11).

These related concepts of assessment, performance indicators, and performance funding have the same intended goal: to require institutions of higher education to demonstrate accountability and achievement of their missions and goals. They are often also designed, however, to influence universities' and colleges' priorities and their achievement of their mission as teachers of undergraduates. The external attention focused on these concepts has fueled an internal campus drive for better academic performance, particularly in the delivery of undergraduate teaching (Bogue and Saunders 1992; Forum 1990). In response to a litany of studies pub-

---

lished in the 1980s lamenting the poor condition of undergraduate education and pointing to inadequacies needing correction (see, e.g., Association of American 1985; Bennett 1984; Boyer 1987; Levine and Boyer 1981, Sykes 1988), a report on undergraduate education by the Education Commission of the States (1990) calls for each institution to develop “its own indicators of effectiveness” that would reflect the “institution’s distinctive undergraduate mission” and provides a list of suggested indicators to afford “some comparability across institutions of similar missions” (see also Boyer et al. 1986 and Evangelauf 1986).

Public concern, particularly about the quality of instruction, reached governors and legislators, and by 1986 all 50 states and the District of Columbia had developed initiatives to improve undergraduate education (Boyer and McGuinness 1986). The public’s interest in linking funding with specific results also helped prompt legislators to act. “Much of the impetus behind [such] assessment is the desire by state leaders to hold colleges and universities accountable for achieving their educational purposes and for expending their funds” (Gaff 1991, p. 58). Earlier management systems and their built-in funding motivators rewarded growth and spending over effectiveness and efficiency, for when government agencies, including public higher education, receive their appropriations on input-type funding formulas, “they have little reason to strive for better performance” (Osborne and Gaebler 1993, p. 140). The resulting shift, almost imperceptible in some quarters, was toward “results-oriented government”—that is, funding outcomes, not inputs—and words like “performance” and “results” began to enter the lexicon of government (p. 349) (see, e.g., Barrett and Greene 1992; McKenna 1991, 1993; Sharp 1993).

This focus on performance and incentives helped encourage policy makers and the academic community to explore the use of indicators to measure performance—or at least to raise warning signs about the efficiency and effectiveness of education in serving the needs of its various constituencies. In particular, increasing emphasis has been placed over the past decade on the formal assessment of institutional performance and the use of funding, usually in limited amounts, as an incentive and reward for high performance and achievement of state goals (Brinkman 1982; Green 1984; Howell 1987; Hyatt and Santiago 1984; Hyde 1983; McMahon 1986).
Institutional assessment without a link to funding had only limited success and was not as far-reaching as policy makers desired or anticipated. In the final analysis, incentive funding programs in the 1980s were accepted in only modest doses as components of strategic change and quality reform (Holland and Berdahl 1990). Growing fiscal problems in several states in the late 1980s added to the demise of such programs; in New Jersey, for example, revenue shortfalls had eroded incentive funding by 1990 (Hollander 1991).

These domestic efforts parallel general developments in higher education in a number of countries, particularly in Europe (Great Britain and the Netherlands) and Australia (Hüfner and Rau 1987; Kells 1992b, 1993; Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992), and since the late 1970s, the concepts of performance indicators and quality assessment have clearly become international issues (Dochy, Segers, and Wijnen 1990a; Kells 1990, 1992b, 1993). They are becoming an integral part of an emerging international method on how to better manage and assess higher education, and they serve as signals or guides for making national or international comparisons in educational quality, effectiveness, and efficiency (Burke 1993a, p. 28; National Center for Education 1994a; Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992). In Europe and Australia, the use of indicators generally remains at the national level, while in the United States, performance indicators have remained largely the province of the states. That pattern could change in the 1990s, however, if federal edicts are deemed necessary to supplement lagging state and institutional efforts to provide a concept of quality based on performance and results (Edgerton 1991).

The concepts of assessment produced in Australia, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom were primarily the product of government ideology in the context of quality assessment; such indicators have tended to reflect the country's and the period's ideologies, and they were developed in response to educational issues of the day (Darling Hammond 1992). Such government efforts to use indicators as policy levers or methods of control are ill-advised, and to be effective, they must first reflect educational activities and institutional processes if they are to serve a larger, more constructive policy role (Darling Hammond 1992). Others emphasized the use of such indicators in measuring "goal congruence" between the institutions and government, suggesting
that indicators could be best used as “indications of performance” and not precise statistical measures (Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992). The emphasis in this volume is on the results of such indicators as “signals,” not absolute statistical measurements. Thus, the term “performance indicators” seems preferable to “performance measures,” because the latter invests the concept with an impossible precision. State and institutional assessment goals in the United States might not be as far apart as often assumed (Richardson 1994a); thus, the initial tensions brought about by the introduction of quality indicators could be resolved with time.

The specific reasons for adoption of these concepts varied from country to country and from state to state. In Australia, for example, performance indicators were developed to encourage education to better respond to government priorities (Dochy, Segers, and Wijnen 1990a; Kells 1992b). The government embraced the concept with such enthusiasm that the Australian Vice Chancellors Committee and the Association of College Directors and Principals issued a word of caution:

*Something resembling a . . . cult seems to have grown up around the notion of performance indicators, so that all manner of powers and virtues are ascribed to them and expectations are aroused that by collecting and using them great benefits will miraculously result. This erroneous attitude arises when performance indicators are considered in isolation and out of the context in which they should properly be used* (Teather 1990a, p. 103).

The Netherlands embraced performance indicators and quality assessment primarily as a result of the economic crisis in that country during the early 1980s. In response to assertions that education and research, which consume approximately 20 percent of the government’s annual budget, are highly inefficient, higher education had to put its economic house in order to relieve the pressure on the country’s expenditures. A new managerial system using performance indicators was regarded as a way to bring needed fiscal responsiveness and discipline to Dutch higher education. As part of the desired response, for example, institutions began producing “fact books” containing such information as graduation rates, student-faculty ratios, and personnel profiles (Maassen and van Vught 1988; Spee and Bormans 1992). To reward this
responsiveness, a new quality control system, which linked increased autonomy with greater quality control, went into legal effect in August 1993 (Sander 1993).

The concept of indicators reached fruition in the United Kingdom by the late 1980s. The use of performance indicators was highly correlated with the rise of Margaret Thatcher as prime minister and her insistence on government agencies being more responsive to the free market. Thatcher (and others, including Ronald Reagan in the United States) indicated that the education system should be more self-reliant and more dependent on market forces, rather than merely looking for ever greater government support without accountability (Goedegebuure, Maassen, and Westerheijden 1990a; Temple and Whitechurch 1994). While the United Kingdom demanded more responsiveness to market priorities and Australia demanded more response to government priorities, both countries focused almost concurrently on the use of performance indicators as a point from which to make their academic and managerial assessments of educational performance.

In the United States, the Wisconsin and State University of New York (SUNY) systems were rewarded during the late 1980s and early 1990s with greater autonomy by their respective state legislatures for responding to legislative concerns before policy makers flexed their legal muscle (Ruppert 1994e). In 1988, for example, then-Provost Joseph Burke of SUNY launched an initiative focused on assessment that had as its major goals the improvement of teaching, the evaluation of the university's effectiveness, and the measurement of learning outcomes. While not mandated by the state, the effort has provided convincing evidence to governors, legislators, and the general public that SUNY is producing desired results without legislation.

Although the reasons for their use vary from country to country, the concepts of quality assessment and quality indicators and their use as an integral part of planning, allocation, and assessment are quite similar.

A key factor in the international emergence of performance indicators is their side effect on the rapid growth and progress of international technology. User-friendly, accessible, prolific, and comprehensive data systems were key factors in the emergence of performance indicators (Lucier 1992). What was available was collected and measured. What was measured —
or measurable—was given value, and what was given value was reviewed for accountability and funding. Just as there is or should be a link between planning and budgeting, the proliferation of sophisticated information technology, beginning in the 1980s, was linked—or at least highly correlated—to the rise and use of performance indicators. While the concept of indicators arrived slightly earlier in Europe than in the United States and has become more widely entrenched there, the lack of information technology at the same level of sophistication as in the United States has made Europe and other countries lag somewhat behind some of the more sophisticated efforts in the United States.

This strong tilt toward accountability and assessment in various countries shared some common themes of development and implementation with many states in the United States during the middle to late 1980s. One characteristic of the move toward assessment in the United States was “the incredible speed of its evolution” (Ewell 1993a, p. 12), and by 1989, 15 states had some form of legislation on measures of student outcomes, with 13 having pending legislation (Sims 1992, p. 56). Another pattern in the United States that emulated the European process was the tendency to use “legislation by fax” (Ewell 1993a, p. 12). Imitation became the sincerest form of flattery in much of the legislation mandating assessment. For example, New Mexico’s “report card bill” was parroted in South Carolina’s Act 225, and Kentucky’s SB109 subsequently emulated South Carolina’s act—suggesting a pattern of communication and commonality in legislation and data items collected by the various states, much the same way that it occurred in Europe between countries.

As a result, both mistakes and some factors worth emulating were transplanted across states. For example, one commonly used or considered state performance measure or indicator (e.g., in Texas, South Carolina, Wisconsin, and Tennessee) emphasizes senior or experienced faculty’s teaching lower-division courses, with the implicit implication that senior faculty are “better” teachers. Little evidence based on research suggests this assumption is correct, however (Feldman 1983).

Other states or systems (e.g., Colorado, New York, Kentucky, and Florida) use indicator systems that assume lower student/faculty ratios or smaller class sizes are associated with a greater cognitive gain in learning (see, e.g., Ewell 1994a, p. 156). Despite such ostensibly common conceptions by the
public and policy makers alike, the literature fails to link small class size or lower student/faculty ratios with increased learning gains in the classroom (Dubin and Taveggia 1968; McKeachie 1980; Tomlinson 1988; Williams et al. 1985). True, overwhelming research results indicate students believe they learn more and are more satisfied with smaller classes or a lower student/faculty ratio, but little research evidence validates these impressions (Ewell 1993b, pp. 16-17). Would indicator systems with incentives that enhance learning productivity through more self-paced instruction or greater use of technology be more effective in producing the desired results?

Finally, another common flaw in indicator systems is their tendency to reward (or punish) a single institution for students' summative performance. Holding degree-granting institutions totally responsible for the competency of their graduates is a logical, but mind-boggling, research problem for performance indicators. Assessments of the source and quality of student learning outcomes in general or of remedial education courses, for example, are particularly difficult to determine in comprehensive colleges, doctorate-granting institutions, or research universities. Many, if not most, students in such institutions do not take the majority of their general education courses at the institution from which they receive their degree (Smith 1993). Further, the courses taken by students at a community college do not produce the same results as those taken at a baccalaureate-granting institution (Ratcliff 1992, p. 65). Transfer students are generally not separated from native students when summative competencies are evaluated. In short, an assumption of a common intellectual experience by graduates of a particular institution is interwoven into many indicator systems, and the validity seems dubious of a statewide indicator system with incentives and rewards tied to the learning gains by students of a single institution and not a collection of experiences.

And herewith lies a problem with some performance indicators: They often lack validity and reliability. The tendency to imitate other programs sometimes creates a tendency to adopt unproven measures or indicators not based on research findings. On the positive side, however, such imitation suggests common perceptions of problems that extend beyond state borders as well as policy makers' willingness to act promptly on solutions.
The Quality Revolution

The 1980s witnessed the emergence of a spirited public debate about quality, not only in higher education, but also in the corporate sector. The media were filled with criticisms of current practice, with calls for improvement, and with particular concerns about the U.S. market's vulnerability to Japanese products (see, e.g., Kennedy 1993; Porter 1990; Thurow 1993). The debate proved frustrating, not only because the voices became strident, but also because the responding messages were often contradictory. At the same time, for example, that the Ford Motor Company proudly proclaimed "Quality Is Job One," the company was recalling its products as a result of faulty manufacturing and assembly. Fingers were pointed not only at industry but also at education—and rightly so. Students' math and verbal and written expression skills were weak across the nation, and standardized test scores had declined nearly 80 points in the previous three decades as spending increased significantly (Barton 1994; Bennett 1993; Murray and Herrnstein 1992). The percentage of education budgets devoted to remedial and developmental education was also increasing, and the resulting quality of students, to the public eye, did not seem to be improving. Indeed, if many of those students had been automobiles, they likely would have been recalled by the high schools or colleges from which they graduated. Remedial or developmental education programs in the three R's to bring high school graduates up to college entry skills became common on college campuses by the end of the 1980s (Cloes 1992, p. 460). Public opinion clearly reflected a highly critical attitude toward educational malpractice. It was "the first time since the late 1950s that the American people [were] so aroused about the quality of education" (Gaff 1991, p. 5). In view of such widespread remediation, it is not surprising that college educated Americans are not very literate. A summary of 2,600 studies on higher education outcomes by the Educational Testing Service Policy Information Center found that:

- About half of college graduates cannot understand a bus schedule.
- Only 13 percent of college graduates can perform multiple step math problems.
- Only 11 percent of four year graduates and 4 percent of...
two-year graduates can properly summarize a passage on how lawyers challenge prospective jurors (Barton 1994).

The budget does reflect public values and national priorities for higher education (Albright 1985, p. 16; Bogue 1993; Folger 1984b, p. 1; see also Darling-Hammond 1992). During the 1960s and 1970s, for example, national goals for higher education addressed social injustices and expanded access. Efforts to increase minority enrollments and financial aid programs, with low tuition rates to support increased enrollments, were the order of the day. Budget mechanisms, primarily funding formulas, were prevalent as a means of promoting growth in higher education and equity in the allocation of resources (McKeown 1989; Moss and Gaither 1976; Noe 1986). Input variables, such as enrollments, were emphasized. And accreditation reviews favored such input variables as volumes in the library and number of faculty with terminal degrees.

But with the 1980s and the public's perceived erosion of quality in education, the goals for higher education shifted in almost epidemic proportions to a focus on quality—by the academy and the public alike. From January 1983 to December 1990, for example, ERIC lists 13,541 publications explicitly referring to "quality" in education (Noble, Cryns, and Laury 1992, p. 310). In 1986, a task force of the National Governors Association concluded that, among other things, governors, state legislatures, and coordinating boards should adjust input-oriented funding formulas to provide incentives for improving the quality of undergraduate education, based on the results of a comprehensive assessment program (Sims 1992, p. 52).

National goals for higher education in the 1980s—indeed, to the present—remain much the same as they were in the 1960s and 1970s, with an emphasis on equity, access, and student financial need (Mingle 1989, p. 8). But even at the federal level, at least by the late 1990s, performance evaluation in the form of peer reviews and assessments by external agencies can be expected to intensify. This trend at the federal level toward greater accountability for federal funds will probably result in universities' being required to examine their priorities and perhaps restrict their organizations to achieve greater efficiency without compromising effectiveness.

Reforming the process of accreditation appears to be a current focus as the federal government expands its involvement...
in performance assessment. In December 1993, the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA), the major membership organization for accrediting agencies, was disbanded. Part H of the Program Integrity Triad of the Reauthorized Higher Education Act of 1965 portends growing federal intrusion in accreditation, as institutions participating in the Student Financial Aid Program of Title IV are subject to governmental reviews of curriculum, student personnel policies, and quality assurances, once the purview of accrediting agencies and institutions. In sum, the federal government appears on the verge of no longer leaving evidence of quality and licensure to state and accrediting agencies (Sims 1992), suggesting a growing federalization of higher education—a common phenomenon in Europe, but a radical shift in U.S. educational policy. Particularly for private and independent institutions, this shift represents a dangerous intrusion into campus operations and could precipitate the homogenization of higher education in the United States. Indeed, the movement toward state assessment was partly a response to national concerns about quality, but it might be too little too late. Higher education ostensibly must prepare for a three tier system of review that includes national baseline standards, state performance standards, and accreditation standards for recognition of overall excellence. And reports of such findings are likely to become public, communicating institutional strengths and weaknesses to a broad segment of the public—and acting as an incentive for change or as a rallying point to crystallize institutional opposition to external review.

Another national effort, although still largely symbolic, is the expansion of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, handed out annually by the U.S. Department of Commerce, to include schools, colleges, and hospitals. Plans are to have a pilot contest in 1995, with no winners announced, and a full contest in 1996 (Fuchsberg 1993a). Because measures of quality in education and health care are not as well defined as they are in business, this award and the criteria to be established are sure to be controversial. Questions are also being raised as to whether such a "quality contest" creates the right incentives for change, and concerns are being voiced that the criteria, once established, could become a set of national performance standards for all educational institutions. A national indicator system could be in our future as a result of this climate for a fuller accounting of how well institutions of higher
education are preparing their students and using their resources (Edgerton 1991).

From the perspective of the states, however, the educational agenda in the 1980s had already shifted to such issues as assessment, more selective admissions and stratification among institutions, the core curriculum, better undergraduate education, merit scholarships, incentive funding, and a greater emphasis on quality. "The elixir of the 1980s was quality" (Mingle 1989, p. 8).

In the 1960s, funding formulas were the budget vehicle the states used to promote growth and access, while performance or incentive funding, which emerged in the 1980s, was generally designed to supplement the still widely existing formula allocation system and to promote greater effectiveness. Further, the formula system was designed primarily around enrollment driven input or activity measures, while performance and incentive funding generally encouraged institutions to measure outcomes, a much more slippery and abstract activity that has proved elusive, difficult to define, multifaceted, and much more expensive and uncertain for planners to measure. In Florida, for example, higher education officials estimated that two systemwide reports required by a 1991 "accountability" law would cost $1.3 million to develop through new software and student evaluation forms. Florida officials say they cannot afford such additional expenditures when budgets for course offerings and libraries are being cut. In South Carolina, institutional research directors estimated it would cost $20,000 for each institution to compile a "report card" that measures the performance of higher education (Blumenstyk 1993).

Thus, these outcomes and prescriptions based on quality often come at a price: external agencies' greater intrusion in academic issues and institutions' absorption of new costs. Faculty and administrators alike should remember that this external concern for accountability in state capitals and in Washington has emerged, in part, because of the academy's partial default on its professional obligations to produce the desired results and inform the public and students.

The Productivity Challenge
As quality became a national concern in the 1980s, the word took on political implications among policy makers. But along with the public's and state leaders' rising concern about qual
ity came a concomitant concern about cost and productivity in higher education (Hollins 1992). These same external policy groups often included the concept of "productivity" under the umbrella of quality (Mingle 1989). This connection and the vocabulary itself are largely anathema to many faculty, however, who view suspiciously the unwelcome overlap between the values of higher education and business—a distinction between the service and the profit sectors.

The twin issues of quality and productivity have been interrelated since the 1980s, and the concern appears to be strengthening among state leaders who seek concrete results and indicators of "service to the state." To many state leaders, a quality institution is a productive institution, providing measurable returns for the state's economic aid in the form of research dollars, training, and service. A study of the SUNY system (Slaughter 1985) confirms that faculty's expected role has shifted since 1970 from primarily serving students to serving the state's economy. Faculty in the study were expected to be more productive, for example, by linking their research to industrial revitalization, to train students for "high-tech, high-cost, high-return" jobs. In the main, faculty are being asked to be more "productive" to help states overcome their fiscal problems by revitalizing their industrial bases. Performance indicators to measure an institution's contribution to a state's economic goals are becoming more common (see, e.g., Ashworth 1994, p. 14; Borden and Banta 1994; Ewell 1994a, p. 157).

But the broader discussions about what represents a productive institution are hazy and fragmented (Hodgkinson 1981). Current discussions tend to take at least two distinct perspectives. One group tends to focus more on institutional efficiency and a more quantitative approach in which productivity means working harder and faster and producing more measurable units of what is produced. An increase in faculty credit hours or research dollars over the previous year, for example, would be an acceptable increase in productivity that would include measures or performance indicators to evaluate the desired results. The public and other constituencies beyond the campus prefer this viewpoint.

A second perspective on productivity is more concerned with effectiveness and continuous improvement in quality, for while "efficiency does not include effectiveness, . . . effectiveness does include efficiency" (Burke 1993b, p. 4). Within
the world of higher education, this definition is the more palatable one. Measures like the amount of published, refereed research produced, enhanced prestige among peers, improved college ratings and rankings, greater amounts of resources, and an increase in the number of citation indices, for example, represent a “productive” institution (Bogue and Saunders 1992, p. 65; Cave, Harney, and Kogan 1991, pp. 128-35; Eash 1983; Jalongo 1985). Clearly, these two viewpoints about productivity overlap, but one theme or the other seems more dominant with certain constituencies.

For example, concurrent with the concern about the quality of undergraduate education is a widespread belief that faculty workloads are declining and that the time spent by full-time faculty in the classroom is declining (Jacobson 1992; Jordan and Layzell 1992; Russell 1992). A study of faculty workload in 1993 conducted by the Ohio Board of Regents found that teaching loads had dropped 10 percent in the previous decade in state institutions. The result was legislation to increase the amount of time faculty devoted to undergraduate education (Magner 1994). In Texas, the Coordinating Board for Higher Education developed and the legislature adopted as one of its performance indicators a semester-by-semester report to the Legislative Budget Board about the percentage of time full-time faculty spend with lower-division courses.

Paradoxically, as faculty workloads ostensibly declined, the workload of the “average” American was increasing. Today the average worker works one extra month per year compared to 20 years ago (Schoor 1991). And the increased workload has been accompanied by an increase in the number of people working—a necessity to maintain comparable standards of living. From 1972 to 1992, the number of two-earner households rose 41 percent, the number of single-parent wage earners 156 percent (Schoor 1991). This increased workload in the private sector could help explain the public’s and policy makers’ growing scrutiny and criticism of the neglect of teaching in favor of research.

The charge that some faculty are unproductive, inefficient, and incompetent becomes more tenable when some data are examined. A national study of workload conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching concludes that “the average faculty member devotes about 20 hours a week to the classroom” but spends only “an average of 9.8 to 10.5 hours a week in the classroom.” Further, 45 per
cent of the nation's faculty "had no professional writings accepted or published during a given two-year period" (Maeroff 1993). Although such statistics might be sufficient to label faculty "the new leisure class" (Maeroff 1993), not many inside the academy would agree (Magner 1994, p. A18); nevertheless, as of April 1992 "at least a dozen states" were seeking performance data on faculty work weeks and contact hours (Jacobson 1992).

If individuals respond to financial incentives, then the reasons are clear for undergraduate instruction's suffering. A study of over 4,000 tenure-track faculty at a wide range of institutions reached the following conclusions:

- The more time you spend on teaching, the less compensation.
- The more hours in class per week, the lower the pay.
- The greater the time spent on research, the higher the compensation.
- Faculty who teach only graduate students get paid most.
- The greater the number of refereed publications, the greater the income (Jacobson 1992).

The pervasiveness of the incentive system can be aptly illustrated by a review of the criteria for the SUNY Distinguished Teaching Professorships, which are intended to reward the system's best teachers. The criteria require—and the system wide committee rigorously enforces—"a substantial record in research and publication" (Burke 1993b, p. 7). In contrast, the Distinguished Professorship, which requires a substantial national record in publications and research, requires no evidence of good teaching skills (p. 7). Clearly, most faculty who do not stress the primary role of research over teaching will not rise to the top of their profession or receive recognition. But "what is truly amazing is that there are so many faculty in research universities who care about teaching despite the virtual absence of rewards for doing so" (Edgerton 1993a, p. 16).

A proposed faculty incentive and reward system would have tenured faculty guaranteed a threshold salary and earning the rest of their salaries each year as rewards for achieving agreed upon goals (Heydinger and Simsek 1992). Such a system is intended to counter the unintended but obvious ways that current incentives produce prevailing practices.
Analyses of performance and productivity in several studies conclude that much of the reason productivity has declined stems from faculty members' shift toward research and professional activity and away from undergraduate teaching, as prestige in the academic culture comes from research rather than teaching. Although in one study "educational quality" was improved initially as a result of the instructor's research, it subsequently declined, and the final results were an increase in the cost per student, less quality time for undergraduates, and a proliferation of support services. And the relationship drove up costs in academic departments (see, e.g., Hollins 1992; Massy and Meyerson 1994; Massy and Zemsky 1990). Spurred on by such evidence, public policy makers are seeking more public accountability, particularly in relation to undergraduate education.

One of the more innovative campus or system responses to the challenge of productivity comes from SUNY. Despite the need to increase productivity, advances cannot be made by "reducing or cheapening the inputs" (e.g., cutting faculty or staff) or increasing the output (Johnstone 1993a, 1993b). Any "significant and sustainable" increases in productivity must come through the learner's productivity; that is, students' "demonstrated mastery of a defined body of knowledge or skills," for example, by using a set of prescribed measures or indicators for individually paced learning (p. 2). The key ingredients for such a system are (1) a set of clear, comprehensive, and measurable learning objectives; (2) assessment instruments; and (3) moving the student on to a new set of objectives after mastery and measurement of the initial assignment (Johnstone 1993a, 1993b).

Accompanying this concept is SUNY's development of a systemwide set of performance indicators (see table 1). A common set of macro indicators has been developed for institutions in the system, and individual campuses are developing micro indicators that reflect their institutional missions (Richardson 1994f). Along with this system is an accelerated degree program that went into effect at seven of the 64 SUNY campuses during summer 1994. A number of other institutions have followed suit with offerings of three-year degrees that respond more to economics, such as making college more affordable for students, than to any demand for productive learning (Stecklow 1994). This situation is more an anomaly than a common pattern, however, as delay of graduation until
### TABLE 1
SOME PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FROM THE SUNY PERFORMANCE REPORTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Funding context</td>
<td>1. Revenue by source</td>
<td>1. Trend states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Tuition rate trends</td>
<td>2. Regional national</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Educational and general expenditures per student</td>
<td>3. Previous years: national, peers, state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to undergraduate education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>Applicants, acceptances</td>
<td>Trends in enrolled accepted and race ethnicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td>Total race ethnicity, level age</td>
<td>Previous years, state sectors high school graduation trends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate quality (students and institutions)</td>
<td>Assessment plans and pass rates</td>
<td>Previous years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic skills</td>
<td>Periodic reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Class size</td>
<td>Trends</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A more extensive list of SUNY's goals and related indicators can be found in Burke 1993a, pp. 31-37.

After five or six years of attendance is not unusual because of students' inability to take the needed courses or the necessity to work to offset rising costs (Dodge 1991).

Such debates about quality and productivity have become common in the majority of states. And this dichotomous perspective about productivity has framed a fundamental debate between policy makers and academicians over public accountability for higher education and the use of performance indicators.

**Summary**
The 1980s witnessed several attempts to breathe life into the idea of greater accountability for higher education, with the main stimulus for such reforms externally imposed and politically based. This drama unfolded through a number of themes and issues--input versus output, excellence versus...
quality, cost versus productivity—all of them accompanied by a concern for the quality of undergraduate instruction.

For example, the earlier concept of excellence centered primarily around the accumulation of resources and an institution's reputation (Burke 1994). Excellence in a college or university depended largely on such input variables as number of faculty publications and grants, students' SAT scores, and the comprehensiveness of their degree programs. One problem with such a structured, narrow definition of an institution, however, is that it is primarily static in nature. It tends to review the condition of a college or university at disparate points in time and adds little to monitoring what an institution produces in terms of outputs and outcomes—that is, results—using such resources. The subsequent emerging notion of quality focused on a more dynamic, more expansive notion of goal-oriented institutional excellence based on performance and continuous improvement, on desired results rather than resources, or on 'mission fulfillment' (Bogue and Saunders 1992, p. 279).

Performance indicators emerged partly in response to pressures for colleges and universities to demonstrate desired results for resources provided. This subtle shift from excellence to a new notion of quality, which also incorporated assessment, helped meet the public's and policy makers' demands for more accountability. Yet the transformational aspects of this new notion of quality have failed to inspire or motivate faculty to unite behind a common purpose to ensure achievement of an institution's full potential (Burke 1994).

The speed of these changes and their international parallels are striking, and keeping these interrelated themes separate is probably an impossible task. Overriding all of these concepts is the central idea of greater accountability and achievement of mission and goals, accompanied by disparate methods of incentives and rewards—but with a concentration on evaluation and assessment using indicators to seek and measure performance.

Shifts in sentiment are obvious, however, emphasizing institutional effectiveness and student outcomes (Bogue and Saunders 1992, p. 160), with "the overwhelming public posture for state assessment... 'improvement,' not 'accountability'" (Ewell 1990, p. 3). Indeed, the "emerging policy consensus" among state leaders was to act but still retain a will...
ingness "to allow institutions full discretion in such matters" (p. 3).

State policy issues for the 1990s include:

- The assessment of educational performance and outcomes;
- The development of new measures of accountability;
- The improvement of productivity for both management and educators;
- The refocus and revision of campus missions (Bogue 1993, p. 3).

Accompanying these themes is a movement toward greater centralization of authority (some would say interference) by the states and in particular the federal government, and a tendency toward less institutional discretion. Greater public accountability will become increasingly important for the rest of the decade.

Information technology and government's greater involvement and control over education have enhanced the need for and allowed the creation of a refined system of performance indicators (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 35). The remainder of this book maps the emerging contours of this reform movement and details some of the major domestic and international accomplishments to date as well as emerging trends.
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS IN THE UNITED STATES

A number of new players in the United States have fashioned broader, more diverse clusters of performance indicator systems. In addition to the SUNY and the University of Wisconsin systems' projects, previously mentioned, other broader-based models have appeared from which national, state, system, or institutional efforts might be constructed. These efforts constitute a useful reference point for reviewing indicator systems, present or proposed. Although many indicator systems have some potential flaws, particularly with reference to the use of indicators that lack validity and reliability, individual campuses can still profit from these efforts. Indeed, "a set of national benchmarks about key experiences and conditions in general education . . . might be of considerable value in determining the degree to which colleges and universities are able to act consistently with . . . national goals" (Ewell 1993b, p. 5). While "all organizations make mistakes at first" in the initial development of a performance indicator system, the "adoption of crude performance measures" and their refinement into the ultimate indicator system are the goals (Osborne and Gaehler 1993, p. 156). "Often simple is best, even if it initially seems less technically attractive" in developing indicators (Ewell and Jones 1994, p. 16). An indicator system must be flexible to permit evaluation of different kinds of institutions, using available data where possible to make the process more cost-effective. Multiple indicators are necessary to capture adequately the complexity of institutional performance. Finally, the designers of the system must remember that indicators are simply that — indicators of success, not precise measurements — and must be continuously improved to approximate a stated goal.

Indeed, indicators as a system are best used to check a unit’s health and progress. These systems, when combined with other efforts like accreditation, program review, and peer review can become a respected form of monitoring quality. A good performance indicator system can best be used as one of many instruments to monitor quality assurance, enhancement, and effectiveness. But performance indicator models have additional uses beyond this role.

The Use of Performance Indicators

It is appropriate at this point to discuss in more detail the uses and shortcomings of performance indicators. This discussion proposes a set of principles that are essential in the design.
and implementation of effective performance indicators and points to some of the uses, benefits, and burdens that can be derived from that effort.

The definition of performance indicators includes several descriptors: effectiveness, efficiency, inputs, process, outputs, excellence, quality, accountability, and others. Indicators are:

... a concrete piece of information about a condition or result of public action that is regularly produced, publicly reported, and systematically used for planning, monitoring, or resource allocation at the state or system level. ... [They are] intended to be used together, not singly or out of context (Ewell and Jones 1994, p. 7).

... an authoritative measure—usually in quantitative form ... (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 24).

... ratios, percentages, or other quantitative values that allow an institution to compare its position in key strategic areas to peers, to past performance, or to previously set goals (Taylor, Meyerson, and Massy 1993, p. x).

These definitions correctly emphasize performance, but another theme that frequently occurs in definitions or discussions of performance indicators is the quantitative nature of the descriptors. The use of such data, however, suggests a precision of measurement that is often unattainable; as the label suggests, they are indicators of performance, "signals or guides rather than absolute measures" (Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992, p. 135). Thus, multiple indicators are necessary to produce a more accurate picture of an institution's overall operation, but valid and reliable indicators are also necessary. Bad data are worse than no data when indicators become the primary tool for managing higher education or allocating resources.

Performance indicators have five primary uses: monitoring, evaluation, dialogue, rationalization, and allocation of resources (Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992).

1. Monitoring. A study of quantitative management approaches to higher education nearly two decades ago noted that "the paramount need" was for "a standardized and consistent quantitative language" to monitor the use
of such techniques (Lawrence and Service 1977, pp. 15, 25). That language has now largely been established and the technology developed so that data, such as multiple performance indicators, can be collected and combined to characterize a particular institutional environment. Such efforts highly depend on the existence of information systems that, in turn, should dovetail with decision making and the institution's or system's responsibilities. The presence of accurate and reliable data now allows the monitoring of developments in a system, state, or nation.

2. **Evaluation.** Evaluation focuses on the attainment of goals, and objectives are normally quantifiable to enhance or facilitate such measurement. Multiple multidimensional indicators are necessary, even for the formative evaluation of an institution (Bogue and Saunders 1992); in their totality, such indicators would help provide a rational basis for decision making about progress toward or attainment of goals.

3. **Dialogue.** Using indicator systems, two or more parties are able to communicate with each other, attaching the same meaning to abstract concepts. The problems inherent in the lack of a standardized language have largely been solved through such agencies as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). And using indicators as a point of reference allows judgments, comparisons, and communication about the educational objectives of an institution, a state, a country, or a continent.

4. **Rationalization.** Rationalization is the accomplishment of a coherent policy-making process. Performance indicators can play a crucial role in planning, but an effective planning process must be in place before the application of indicators so that the accomplishment of policy can be measured.

5. **The allocation of resources.** Performance indicators can be used in the allocation of resources, but their validity should be high to prevent any unwanted or undesirable side effects, such as providing funding for indicators that do not measure what they purport to measure. Because some U.S. indicator systems sometimes lack validity and reliability, setting norms for comparison can be time-consuming.
The use of performance indicators ultimately involves comparisons—against oneself, a norm, or others. The use of such explicit comparisons, absent of judgment, emphatically means the identification of institutions or systems as above or below par. Labeling someone or something a “winner” or “loser,” perhaps indirectly or unintentionally, is apt to occur, and university personnel, particularly faculty, voice considerable apprehension about a system that employs such summative judgments openly in, say, legislative hearings or state coordinating board meetings. Further, when such indicator systems are considered for redistribution of existing resources rather than the addition of resources, the results can also be negative and intimidating. “When organizations face conditions they define as threatening, the tendency is to become rigid . . . centralized, conservative, protective, inflexible, and nonadaptable”—with the result often “a short-term, threat-induced crisis mentality” and the likelihood that organizational performance will suffer (Cameron and Tschirhart 1992, p. 88). The potential for damage with such a system is thus implicit, and some legitimate concerns have arisen that focus on the use of indicators and the ways in which individuals should be participating in their negotiation and development. If anything is to be accomplished in higher education, “it is going to be done by the professors or it is not going to be done at all” (Rudolph 1984, p. 13). It follows that any successful, sustained use of performance indicators in teaching or learning in U.S. higher education must involve faculty in the preparation and use of the system and in its reward mechanisms. Further, the careful development of such systems is crucial because of the potential for irrevocable damage (or improvement) they offer the organization (Blank 1993).

But just how easy is it to develop and implement a performance indicator system that actually works? If the experience of the U.S. business sector is indicative, the answer is “not very.” Total quality management, benchmarking, reengineering, empowerment of the individual, and other current remedies are being proposed to unshackle U.S. workers and allow their creative juices to flow. But “no empirical evidence [shows] that any of these things [increase] productivity” (Bleckley 1993: see also Garver and Lucore 1993).

This conclusion should prod public policy makers to reflect on what their methods, including performance indicators, are doing to spur—or stifle—creativity, initiative, and learning.
These three items should be the goals of the remedies legislatures and coordinating boards are using to breathe new effectiveness, efficiency, and productivity into their higher education systems.

Since the 1950s, conventional employee management theory has held that people are motivated by the intrinsic satisfaction of a job: the opportunity for achievement, challenge, contributions, excitement, and personal recognition. But the basic structure of state incentive funding systems—like, for example, the Tennessee Performance Funding Program to improve instruction, the now-defunct New Jersey Challenge and Competitive Grants Program, Ohio’s Selective Excellence Program, and Colorado’s Incentive Financing Program—rewards and recognizes group or institutional incentives, often using institutional performance indicators to measure results before producing such rewards. Do such “collective rewards” effectively motivate individual faculty and students to achieve creativity, initiative, and learning? The answer to this question is not yet known or currently available in the literature.

If the idea, for example, is to encourage individual faculty to be entrepreneurial as a way to help fulfill a state’s economic goals or to provide better-quality undergraduate education, then individual involvement is necessary for such indicator or incentive programs to be successful. Rewards must address the wants and needs of the individual learner and producer rather than focus on a uniform reward or incentives for an entire organization (Diamond and Adam 1993). How the institution internally uses these group incentive rewards, once received, to motivate individual learning, creativity, and initiative is another necessary ingredient to implement a quality and instructional improvement program that works.

A system can produce “an innovative organization” (Toombs and Timney 1991, p. 79). Financial incentives for summer supplements and necessary resources to investigate a particular effort, for example, are tangible recognitions by administrators of what is valued and what is rewarded. The use of “potent symbols” is valuable in bringing about such organizational change (p. 79). For example, a reduction in course load to develop an undergraduate seminar would suggest the importance of undergraduate instruction to faculty. And leaders’ efforts to communicate in writing and verbalize their appreciation and approval (or disapproval) of some effort is an essential ingredient for bringing about organiza
tional change. "A central theme of much of the literature on organizational change is that innovating organizations must be specifically designed to innovate" (p. 74). Clearly, designing a reward system that includes individual incentives encourages innovative behavior that is measurable.

While it is not easy to implement a quality and incentive program with performance indicators that actually work, a key is to develop a program based on incentives that are meaningful to individuals, not solely to an institution.

Any discussion of the introduction of performance indicators into higher education in the United States must first take into account several landmark pieces of international literature (see especially Kells 1993; see also Bottani and Delfav 1990 and Cuenin 1987). Other works (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991; Kells 1992b), published roughly concurrently with several studies published in the United States, have altered the landscape on the subject, both domestically and internationally. Further, NCES is moving toward collecting and publishing, for the first time, indicators that will allow states in this country to compare state-level performance with members of OECD (National Center for Education 1994a). It seems inevitable that such reports in the future will move toward more comparisons of states and countries, just as the current thrust in this country compares institutions and state support for education in areas like faculty salaries and educational and general funding. While this volume concentrates on public four-year institutions, systems, and state efforts, many of the principles and techniques found in private and community colleges are also applicable to other institutions (see, e.g., American Association of Community 1994; Doucette and Hughes 1993; Sapp 1993; Sapp and Temares 1991)

The following paragraphs describe some initial attempts toward performance indicators in the United States.

The NACUBO benchmarking project
An initial effort to prepare performance indicators, designed to create a national data base on higher education, was developed by the National Association of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) in collaboration with the accounting firm Coopers & Lybrand, which largely developed the project and compiled the data. The project's primary focus was on developing comparative costs for a variety of administrative and financial functions (see Table 2) and creating a
set of national standards or indicators to allow participating higher education institutions to measure or compare their efficiency and productivity. A national “benchmarking” project to allow comparisons in 38 functional areas, it was expected to allow--or prod--institutions to adapt innovative cost-cutting techniques from other comparable universities whose performance is more efficient. Several benchmarks from industries and businesses outside higher education, such as airlines and communications companies, will also be included in the project’s results.

TABLE 2
FUNCTIONAL AREAS IN NACUBO’s NATIONAL BENCHMARKING PROJECT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic affairs</th>
<th>Intercollegiate athletics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts payable</td>
<td>Intramural and recreational sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissions</td>
<td>Legal affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni relations</td>
<td>Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookstore</td>
<td>Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career planning and placement center</td>
<td>Multicampus system administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central budget department</td>
<td>Parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central stores</td>
<td>Payroll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>Police security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development office</td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental health and safety</td>
<td>Registrar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>Sponsored projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial aid</td>
<td>Student accounts receivable: Student billing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food services</td>
<td>Student affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General accounting</td>
<td>Student counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources: Benefits administration</td>
<td>Student health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources: General</td>
<td>Student housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resources: Hiring</td>
<td>Telecommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information technology</td>
<td>Treasury: Cash management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Massy and Meyerson 1994, p. 94

NACUBO’s and its participating institutions’ approach is somewhat of a reversal of the traditional reasons for collecting such data—from using results to justify more dollars from states, donors, and students to using them to cut costs and focus on productivity (Blumenstyk 1993, p. A+1; Massy and Meyerson 1994, p. 94). Traditionally, institutions have focused...
on inputs and costs, equating better quality with greater expenditures. In contrast, benchmarking focuses on outputs and the quality of services. If an institution improves its services as a result of such efforts, it is in a better position to respond to its critics and better endure the harsh glare of public scrutiny.

With an initial sample of 120 institutions, NACUBO’s benchmarking project began in 1992-93 with a two-year trial. One of the project’s severe limitations for nonparticipants is the lack of information on individual colleges, as a result of participants’ sensitivity about results. Another limitation is the lack of benchmarks for academic departments, although their inclusion is now being considered.

**The Peterson's/AGB strategic indicators survey**

This effort, like NACUBO’s project, is designed to provide benchmarking for performance assessment. The project began in 1991 and subsequently was published by the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges (AGB) in two books on strategic indicators (Taylor, Meyerson, and Massy 1993; Taylor et al. 1991). An earlier volume by the AGB (Frances et al. 1987) developed a system of indicators for trustees. That effort was subsequently expanded in a survey of over 700 colleges and universities to develop comparative institutional data (see table 3) that was published by Peterson’s Guides in Princeton (Massy and Meyerson 1994). The survey was “the most comprehensive effort of its kind ever undertaken in higher education” (p. 47), and the authors intend to update it approximately every two years and to develop data on trends. Results are provided separately for public and private universities, with brief statements of significance and interpretation for each strategic indicator. To assist in making meaningful comparisons, the data are broken down according to two-year colleges, regional colleges and universities, and research and land grant universities.

**The NCHEMS indicators of good practice project**

This project, for the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) under the guidance of Dr. Peter Ewell, focuses on developing a range of “good practice indicators” in undergraduate education. As policy, it is tied to the federal effort to develop indicators for tracking progress on national education goals, particularly goal 5.5, which
TABLE 3
MAJOR HEADINGS IN THE PETERSON'S/AGB STRATEGIC INDICATORS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Profile</th>
<th>Physical Plant Detail</th>
<th>Endowment Detail</th>
<th>Faculty and Staff</th>
<th>Sponsored Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Library holdings</td>
<td>Faculty numbers (full and part time, by rank)</td>
<td>Expenditures for organized research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and fee income</td>
<td>Beginning of year market value (by fund type)</td>
<td>Book and monograph volumes</td>
<td>Regular faculty FTE</td>
<td>U.S. government (direct and indirect, by major agency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>Return on investment (by type of return)</td>
<td>Journal subscriptions</td>
<td>By field and rank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government grants and contracts</td>
<td>Other additions to endowment (by type)</td>
<td>Information resources</td>
<td>By EEOC category and rank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private gifts, grants, and contracts</td>
<td>Subtractions from endowment</td>
<td>Microcomputers supplied for students' use</td>
<td>By gender and rank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment support for operations (payout or yield)</td>
<td>Normal support for operations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Percent faculty over 60 years old</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and services of educational activities</td>
<td>Special uses (e.g., to cover deficits)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Faculty gains and losses for the year by rank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>Head count at the beginning of the year in hire</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and services of hospitals</td>
<td>End of year market value (by fund type)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Voluntary termination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Termination by death or disability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Termination by the institution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change category (e.g., nontenured to tenured)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Expenditures by Function</td>
<td>Current liabilities</td>
<td>Total liabilities and fund balances</td>
<td>Head count at the end of the year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction (including departmental research)</td>
<td>Short term debt to outside entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized research</td>
<td>Long term debt to outside entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public service</td>
<td>Fund balances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic support</td>
<td>Total liabilities and fund balances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student services (excluding student aid awards)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant operation and maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures on auxiliaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures on hospitals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures on independent operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student financial aid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total expenditures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Expenditures by Object</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wages and salaries (by type of employee)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest payments to outside entities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Sheet: Assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endowment book value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant and equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total assets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance Sheet: Liabilities and Fund Balances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 3 (continued)

MAJOR HEADINGS IN THE PETERSON'S/AGB STRATEGIC INDICATORS SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

| State and local govt. agencies | Percent of regular faculty members who are principal investigators on sponsored projects | Dollars raised during the year by use |
| Domestic corporations & corporate foundations | Research proposal and award statistics | Designated or restricted for current operations |
| Other domestic private foundations | Proposals sent to potential outside sponsors | Designated or restricted for student financial aid |
| Foreign governments, corporations, foundations | Awards received from outside sponsors | Designated or restricted for endowment |
| Bequests and gifts from living individuals | | Designated or restricted for plant |
| Other outside sponsors | Fundraising (Other than for Sponsored Projects) | Percent of living alumni who are active donors (e.g., have given during the last five years) |
| Institutional funds | Dollars raised during the year by source | |
| Academic-year faculty salary offers | |

Note: The authors plan to offer the data on a subscription basis, which would allow institutional participants to compare their own data, variable by variable, with a selected profile of institutions and elements. Like the NACUBO study, research universities are underrepresented in the current data set, but this survey has more indicators on faculty and students than NACUBO's project.

Source: Mays and Meyerson 1994, pp. 48-49.

Focuses on the ability of graduating college seniors to "think critically, communicate effectively, and solve problems" (National Center for Education 1994b). A feasibility study developed in fall 1993 focuses on three specific informational domains: institutional requirements, instructional practices, and student behaviors (Ewell 1993b; National Center for Education 1994b).

NCHEMS is working with a number of institutions to design systems of good practice indicators (see table 4). Approximately 60 different items can be identified and collected through a variety of methods of gathering data. Such information can be used to provide a regular benchmark for assessing collective progress in undergraduate education. Like earlier indicator projects, including the SUNY system's effort, such information about an institution can communicate concrete results easily and succinctly to parents and legislators on what kinds of experiences their children and constituents will encounter at a particular college or university (see Ewell 1994c; National Center for Education 1994b; National Center for Higher 1993b).
The ECS project

With a 1992 grant from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), the Education Commission of the States (ECS) is conducting a ten-state study to furnish public policy makers with a set of indicators useful for monitoring the educational quality of state systems of higher education, and for improving teaching and learning on campus. The ten states included in the study—Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, New York, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin—were selected because of their existing indicator systems or their efforts to develop an indicator system. The objectives for this project link the search for education indicators to concepts of what quality means as an aspect of teaching and learning for states, systems, or campuses. With such a diverse group of representative states, the ECS project attempts to start the discussion with a concept of quality and its implications for a set of performance standards and expectations for higher education as a whole. From there, it is reviewing the efforts of the pilot states and developing a conceptual framework for assessing state or system performance as it serves the needs of various constituencies—the state, the public, and students. A number of publications on performance indicators are being developed as a result of this project, including a report on each state and several related...
publications on performance indicators and undergraduate education (see, in particular, Ruppert 1994e).

Patterns of Performance Indicators for the 1990s
The development of performance indicators in the 1990s differs from that in the 1980s. The 1980s went through a number of evolutionary stages, but the continuing focus of policy was on quality, undergraduate education, and productivity, among others. Several distinct new patterns have emerged in the 1990s, however (see, in particular, Ewell 1994a).

A concern with both quality and efficiency
The concern with quality continues to capture the attention of policy makers in the 1990s, but this theme now coincides with states' greater interest in economic development and the emergence of higher education's second recession in the past ten years (Blumenstyk and Cage 1991; Minter 1992, p. 26). As colleges and universities began to recover from the economic slump in 1987, economic decline began again in FY 1990, with public four-year colleges and universities experiencing the sharpest decline in growth of educational and general budgets. Total state appropriations to higher education in FY 1992, in absolute terms, were smaller than in the preceding year, and appropriations in FY 1993 failed to keep pace with inflation in three-fourths of the states (Folger and Jones 1993, p. 5). Although early projections were that this decline would be even deeper than the 1987 recession, the recession appeared to ameliorate in 1994 (Cage 1994, p. A19). At the same time, skepticism among state and federal taxpayers about what they are getting from universities for their tax dollars has caused a growing legislative interest in efficiency and productivity, particularly in faculty workloads, which has become linked with the continuing concern about quality ("Universities Grapple" 1994). The most immediate result of this pattern was a greater link between planning and budget allocations; in Texas, for example, House Bill 2009 (1991) and Senate Bill 1332 (1993) required state plans for all state agencies, including higher education. In their requests for appropriations to the legislature, Texas higher education agencies were required to link their plan, its stated goals, and the
related fiscal request as a way of better connecting fiscal accountability with promised results.

**Quick implementation with little prior conceptual development**

By 1994, some 18 states had a performance indicator system in place, the majority of them developed and implemented in the previous three years. Legislation by fax prevailed, with imitation frequently copying poor-quality indicators from one state to another (although some good features also were copied). On the positive side, this pattern suggests awareness of common problems and a quick response from legislators by using the same solutions.

**More deliberate links between planning/resources and indicator systems**

The 1980s witnessed few major successful state policy efforts linking planning and budgeting. Indeed, considerable evidence in the literature successfully linking planning and budgeting has not proved effective in practice, despite the sanctity in its belief as an article of faith (Schmidtlein 1989-90). A notable exception is the case of Tennessee and its highly published experiment with performance funding (Banta 1998; Marchese 1985). Texas also toyed with the idea of performance funding, but the legislature has yet to adopt the system (Ashworth 1994; Bateman and Elliott 1994; Gaither 1993). Despite the “renaissance,” however, the “political reality may prohibit its full implementation, as performance budgeting tends to have little ‘pork barrel appeal’” (Lasher and Greene 1993, p. 448).

While performance funding, along with the national movement to reinvent government and transform the public sector (Osborne and Gaebler 1993), is witnessing something of a “renaissance,” performance budgeting paradoxically had its beginnings in another reform period—the Progressive Era—in New York City during the mid-1910s (Mikesell 1982, p. 83). It again surfaced in the late 1940s during the second major stage of the formation of public administration and planning (Meisinger and Dubecck 1984, p. 185). In all three periods, the budget was viewed as an instrument to control expenditures, with the intent of improving efficiency.

It is unclear whether performance funding will be the fiscal lever to accompany the current reform movement, but some
type of incentive funding appears to be destined for connection with state performance indicator systems in the 1990s. A critical question is whether such funds will be taken from base funding or be added as supplementary funding.

The deliberate concentration on comparisons of institutional performance in current performance indicator systems
The 1980s found legislatures and state higher education boards reluctant to press for institutional comparisons; instead, they emphasized institutions' voluntary improvement. Institutions were given the opportunity to make improvements voluntarily (Aper, Cuver, and Hinkle 1990), but by the 1990s policy makers' patience was wearing thin with institutions' perceived foot-dragging and a more forceful pattern of required comparisons is emerging.

Policy makers' greater resistance to institutional pressure
The 1980s found legislators more willing to compromise concerning proposed requirements for indicator systems, but the 1990s find greater resistance to institutional protests about such matters. Several state educational systems—New York, Virginia, and Wisconsin, in particular—have engaged in preemptive strikes. Perhaps sensing the inevitability of stronger accountability and performance systems, these states and systems of higher education took the initiative and developed (or are developing) systems of performance indicators on their own (often requiring significant statistical and data collection) to demonstrate to the public and to policy makers their willingness to comply with requirements for accountability. The University of Wisconsin system, for example, is working with its state government to develop better measures of accountability. The governor established the Accountability Task Force, which included university representatives, in March 1993 to identify specific indicators to measure the university system's performance in seven areas: quality, effectiveness, efficiency, access, diversity, stewardship of assets, and contribution to compelling state needs (see table 5). Core indicators were developed, and each institution also developed measures of accountability. Performance will be reported on a regular basis. To date, the response to the effort has been positive, helping communicate to policy makers and
### TABLE 5

**SOME ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM’S ACCOUNTABILITY FOR ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM**

#### Quality
- Student satisfaction surveys regarding accessibility of faculty inside and outside the classroom; quality of instruction; academic and career advising; course availability; involvement in faculty-based research; institutional responsiveness to students’ concerns, etc.
- Alumni satisfaction surveys conducted five years after graduation regarding their assessment of the quality of education received with respect to career preparation, involvement in civic, cultural affairs, community service, and cultural achievement.
- Percentage of all undergraduate course enrollments and instructor hours taught by instructor type—faculty, instructional academic staff, and teaching assistants.

#### Effectiveness
- Results of systemwide sophomore competency tests (ACT-CAAP) or other Board-approved alternative tests.
- Graduation rate of undergraduates by full- and part-time status.
- GRE, LSAT, and test scores of students, job placement rates, professional and graduate school acceptance rates, pass rates on licensure exams, and other data showing postgraduate experience and success.

#### Efficiency
- Average credits to degree for students graduating with a B.A.; proportion of students graduating in four years, by residency.
- Proportion of payrolled FTE positions and expenditures accounted for by institutional support, academic support, instruction, and student services.

#### Access
- Percentage of qualified undergraduate resident students accepted for admission; percentage of Wisconsin high school students who enroll immediately in the UW System.

#### Diversity
- Progress toward EEO AA goals in hiring, promotion, and tenure of women and minority faculty and staff.
- Number and residency of minority students by race and ethnicity; graduation rates of same.
- Incidents of sexual harassment.

#### Stewardship of Assets
- Recruitment and retention rates of faculty and expenditures on faculty and staff development.

---

*Measuring Up*
TABLE 5 (continued)

SOME ACCOUNTABILITY INDICATORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM’S ACCOUNTABILITY FOR ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM

- Progress on addressing preventative maintenance needs of university facilities
- Number and severity of accidents, injuries, and identified losses or safety risks

**Contribution to Compelling State Needs**

- Results of employer surveys regarding their assessment of the career preparation of UW graduates, their satisfaction with the responsiveness of the UW to their needs for technical assistance and other outreach services
- Enrollments in continuing education programs, including a demographic analysis of participants and an analysis of users’ perspectives on emerging needs and unmet demand

*Note: For more detail, see University of Wisconsin System 1994*

the public alike that the university system is being accountable to the state ("Strengthening" 1994, p. 3). Perhaps the most successful and most publicized of these preemptive strikes to date, however, has been SUNY’s effort (see, e.g., Burke 1993b; Richardson 1994f, p. 65).

**The K-12 connection**

A current question of policy in developing performance indicators is the tendency to connect reform in kindergarten through grade 12 (K-12) with reform in higher education (Ewell 1994a). Policy makers perceive that reform in kindergarten through grade 12 is working and that all public education should therefore be integrated and connected into a continuum, or public accountability framework. Thus, policy makers are thinking not in terms of K-12, but K-16. The state of Kentucky, which has thoroughly reformed its K-12 program in the 1990s, is the most prominent example of this manifestation (Ruppert 1994a, p. 52). The connection is present but less obvious in other states, and it appears the trend could exhibit itself more often in the 1990s. National organizations representing the K-12 arena have been actively using blue ribbon committees to identify and define essential content.
and standards for what students should know and be able to perform. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, for example, led the way when it released math standards in 1989. Standards in visual arts, music, theater, and dance, and standards in geography were released in 1994, and as of late 1994 more national standards in history, civics, and government were being developed. Federal legislation promotes the use of national standards or indicators in kindergarten through grade 12. The “Goals 2000: Educate America Act,” signed into law in March 1993, encourages states to set such standards but does not yet tie funding to the use of national standards. These various standards provide visible resources and models to draw upon as state policy makers review their educational enterprises. Nowhere, it appears, are state policy makers adopting the standards wholesale, so the long-term connection could be less dramatic than some proponents had hoped for.

Summary
A caveat should be noted here concerning the number of variations among states within these major policy themes of the 1990s. The states’ history of public policy is manifestly different according to individual state’s actions (Bogue 1993). Georgia’s legislature, for example, in recent years has provided significant independence to its higher education system and has produced no major legislative acts concerning accountability, quality, or required performance reporting (Bogue, Creech, and Folger 1993). In contrast, the state of Florida has a history of mandating academic program reviews, outcomes for general education (e.g., the College-Level Academic Skills Test), selected indices of productivity, and annual reports on a number of state-level performance indicators (Florida State 1992; Van de Water 1994b, p. 27). The political party in power, personalities, the public mood, the quality of leadership, state economic conditions, and other factors can drive or accentuate differences in states’ responses. But despite the tendency to copy indicators from one state to another, many states clearly have taken a proactive approach, emphasizing one or more initiatives to promote or achieve quality assurance. The following subsection reviews some of the approaches various states are emphasizing to achieve public accountability and quality assurance.
Responding to the Challenge of Public Accountability

Josiah Stamp (1929)

The 1990s clearly are witnessing a change in policy makers' attitudes toward higher education. The general tone is one of less voluntary institutional improvement and more mandated public accountability. For example, of ten "front-burner issues" for colleges and universities, "oversight and accountability" was one of the first identified (Association of Governing 1994). The AGB predicts that the federal government will become "more directly involved in the review of institutions" and that "increased skepticism about accreditation" will see new state agencies involved in the fiscal, academic, and administrative review of institutions (1994).

Accreditation agencies were once regarded as trusted gatekeepers of quality. Now, however, they are being viewed, particularly at the federal level, with suspicion and as a series of old boy networks in which hardly anyone ever fails or is held fully accountable. The new state agencies predicted by AGB probably will serve more to monitor and enforce increasing federal laws or regulations. Some standards, such as those recently developed for state postsecondary review entities (SPRES), are becoming de facto federal performance standards, which will be monitored by individual states. Clear losers in this shift of power are the accreditation agencies. Some accreditation agencies, such as the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the North Central Association, and the Middle States Association, are responding to federal concerns, but most such agencies still appear recalcitrant. Thus, a theme of more centralized authority to bring about more public accountability and better management, particularly at the state level, will likely underlie the ways that many of higher education's future funding needs will be addressed.

Partially as a result of this climate, current funding mechanisms for higher education must change to focus on edu-
cational goals rather than continuing to promote mostly equity in funding and access as they have for the last 20 years (Albright 1994). Higher education must now "move to a value-driven system [that] focuses on student and institutional performance and improvements" (pp. 7, 8).

This emphasis on "a clean slate" for funding in the 1990s is another example of the way some current policy makers are actively seeking to provide more public accountability and institutional improvement. In the 1980s, colleges and universities were encouraged to develop voluntary improvements, particularly in undergraduate education, and document what results were achieved (Aper, Cuver, and Hinkle 1990). Now, however, public accountability, using fiscal policy and state legislation, has become a central purpose of states' efforts rather than a voluntary by-product.

Other new approaches to funding would promote greater improvement in performance and greater public accountability, thereby encouraging the use of performance indicators. The Texas Commissioner of Higher Education, for example, believing that such systems will be used more frequently in the future, has developed a performance indicator system for possible use in Texas (see table 6) (Ashworth 1994). A fresh approach to state fiscal policy as applied to institutions of higher education is not necessarily designed to generate more funds than other fiscal policies, for decreased funding for higher education is not a temporary condition (Folger and Jones 1993). Instead, the proposed system is designed to ensure that states' interests and educational priorities are closely connected, almost symbiotically, during the allocation process. This three part state budget system would include a base or core lump-sum budget, a capital budget, and a special-purpose budget (Folger and Jones 1993):

- **The core lump-sum budget.** Subject to an institution's accountability and assessment of its achieving its goals, the institution would be authorized to manage this budget, with a minimum of interference.
- **The capital budget.** This budget would cover the acquisition of assets and new buildings.
- **The special-purpose budget.** This budget, at 5 to 10 percent of the base budget, would be tied to the state's objectives; based on some form of assessment to measure progress, such as performance indicators, the monies would be
used to advance the state's agenda through its higher education system. (It is important that this budget be in addition to the base budget, not a portion of it. Otherwise, it is vulnerable to elimination at the first sign of a decreased budget [Hollander 1991].)

The special purpose budget could assume several different forms during allocations:

### TABLE 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed Performance Funding Rates and Indicators for Texas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The House proposal was for $61.3 million; the Senate proposal for $20 million. Estimated for illustration.

- **Block grants:** Perhaps the best example of such an effort is Ohio's Selective Excellence Program, which existed from 1983 to 1991. One part of this six-part program was the "academic challenge" block grant, which awarded $86 million from 1985 to 1991. Institutions used the block grants, which amounted to 1 percent of the state's appropriations, to strengthen their strong programs and develop additional centers of excellence (Folger and Jones 1993, p. 36; National Center for Higher Education, 1992).

- **Initiative or prospective (competitive) funding:** Virginia has provided competitive grants since 1980, and New Jersey, using a base plus budget enhancement model from 1994 to 1996, had a dozen such programs and awarded...
over $50 million (although it eliminated all competitive programs in 1990-91, primarily as a result of budget cuts and institutional opposition). State objectives, such as increasing the retention and graduation rates of minorities, are normally funded under such competitive grants, and institutions can use the funds in some entrepreneurial way of their choosing to achieve the state's objectives. Because such state objectives have lower priorities with institutions than their base budgets and core objectives, when funds are decreased, institutions seek to preserve the basics first (Hollander 1991; Morgan 1992, p. 290).

- **Incentive funding.** Such grants are awarded on the basis of progress toward a state goal. Typically, a state develops performance indicators of undergraduate quality and effectiveness and provides "incentive funding" for an institution that achieves or exceeds some designated standard. Colorado, for example, passed an incentive financing law in 1993 to strengthen undergraduate education and to increase historically bypassed student populations (Lively 1994). Tennessee's performance funding (instructional improvement) project, which began in 1970, allowed each institution to earn up to 2 percent of its state appropriations. More complex rules were added to Tennessee's program in the 1980s, primarily to ensure fairness and reduce game playing (Folger and Jones 1993, p. 37; Morgan 1992, p. 292).

- **Student funding (scholarships and work-study grants).** A commonly used practice to enhance and enrich undergraduate education, financial aid and state scholarships are used to attract and help retain star (high-achieving) students. Another approach is to use them to attract a different mix of students. Texas, for example, through special funding provides scholarships to white students to attend a historically black college in the state. In a related vein, Missouri provides a designated amount of funding to an institution for each minority graduate under its "Funding for Results" program.

Such proposals suggest that traditional funding systems in higher education could contain serious disincentives that discourage a faculty member's commitment to teaching or meeting state goals. Clearly, the internal reward system seems at odds with state goals on improving and enriching undergradu-
uate education. On university campuses, for example, the primary and coveted rewards for faculty are more merit pay, promotion, tenure, teaching graduate students, research, and publication—not necessarily in that order (see, in particular, Diamond and Adam 1993). At the state level, some commonly stated goals for higher education over the last decade include better and more innovative undergraduate instruction involving senior faculty, more public accountability (and, thus, often more control over the campus), achievement of collective, particularly economic, goals for the state, better health care services, and greater access for historically underserved populations, who often require remedial or developmental education. Clearly, the conflicting general objectives of both parties carry within them some friction and dissonance. The state wields the budget ax and the legislature to stimulate faculty, but the faculty can employ passive resistance. The use of fiscal policy and incentives as outlined earlier with valid and reliable performance indicators to measure and reward progress could foster new vision and innovation in college teaching. A new approach using fiscal policy could provide the stimulus needed to create an increasingly homogenous set of goals for both institutions and society. Faculty have yet to respond with commitment to such externally imposed accountability systems (Burke 1994, p. 3).

Although performance indicators for higher education became established in Europe in the 1980s, these activities are still relatively new in the United States. Before such indicators can be effectively employed to ensure better public accountability, it will be necessary first for the states, in conjunction with the education community, to adopt clear goals or expectations for their higher education systems. If a higher education system's goals are not known and are not clear, then how can a set of performance indicators be adequately applied to measure, evaluate, and reward progress toward desired goals?

The ongoing ten state project by the Education Commission of the States has identified certain general areas around which state goals and expectations are developing: effectiveness, efficiency, productivity, access, quality of undergraduate education, equity, diversity, state economic development needs, and contributions to reform of elementary and secondary education (Ruppert 1994e). The fact that these ten states have focused on common topics for the improvement of perfor
mance is further evidence that a core set of common problems probably exists across the states. A state must delineate clear, measurable goals before a performance indicator system can be used to maximum benefit.

Performance indicators, used now in some 18 states, with some exceptions contain 15 to 20 distinct items for collecting data (Ewell 1994b, p. 16). The following list includes the common core of performance indicators identified by the ten states in the ECS project:

- Enrollment graduation data by gender, ethnicity, and program
- Degree completions and time to degree
- Persistence retention rates by grade, ethnicity, and program
- Number percent of accredited eligible programs
- Remediation activities and indicators of their effectiveness
- Transfer rates to and from two- and four-year institutions
- Pass rates on professional exams (e.g., CPA, nursing, engineering)
- Job placement data on graduates and graduates’ satisfaction with their jobs
- Faculty workload and productivity in the form of student faculty ratios and instructional contact hours.

Other lists, however (see, e.g., Taylor, Meyerson, and Massy 1993), include entirely different indicators (see table 7). While the indicators shown on table 7 are “critical success factors” for an institution, the differences in lists further signify the conflict between state and institutional definitions of “success” (see, in particular, Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 153). Further, it is difficult, at the state level, to use state fiscal policy and performance indicators to measure the achievement of any agreed upon state educational goals, although such differences can be resolved (Richardson 1994a, p. 131).

While these ECS core indicators are commonly used, several states have added embellishments that distinguish them from the norm. South Carolina, for example, collects information on upper-division students’ involvement in sponsored research. Virginia collects information on undergraduate students’ integrative experiences. A number of states have indicators regarding small classes (Wisconsin and Virginia) or class size by level (New York) in line with the commonly held belief that small classes have a high positive value for improv
the idea is not necessarily supported by research (Williams et al. 1985). Such indicators based on class size could represent another area where the validity of some existing state performance measures can be called into question.

The core list of performance indicators in the United States is comparable to indicators used in other countries (see Borden and Banta 1994; Bottrill and Borden 1994, p. 107; Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 172; Cuenin 1987, p. 135; Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 172; Cuenin 1987, p. 135; Table 7

Table 7

Top Ten "Core" Indicators

1. Overall Revenue Structure
2. Overall Expenditure Structure
3. Excess (Deficit) or Current Fund Revenues over (or under) Current Fund Expenditures
4. Percent of Freshman Applicants Accepted and Percent of Accepted Freshman Who Matriculate
5. Ratio of Full Time Equivalent Students to Full Time Equivalent Faculty
6. Institutional Grant Aid as a Percent of Tuition and Fee Income
7. Tenure Status of Full Time Equivalent Faculty
8. Percent of Total Full Time Equivalent Employees Who Are Faculty
9. Maintenance Backlog as a Percent of Total Replacement Value of Plant
10. Percent of Living Alumni Who Have Given at Any Time during the Past Five Years

Source. Taylor, Meyerson, and Massy 1993, pp. xv-xvi.

Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992, p. 151), although in some cases the terminology differs. The British, for example, refer to attrition and persistence rates as "wastage" and first job placement as "first destination" (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 95). On the other hand, citation indices (e.g., number of publications cited in works) and research produced are common international performance indicators that are used infrequently in the United States (see, e.g., Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991, p. 114; Hattie 1990). Instead, for example, Colorado's House Bill 1187, in effect from 1985 to 1991, mandating accountability in Colorado in higher education, and Colorado's 1993 "incentive financing" law emphasize strengthening undergraduate education and reaching students who
would not normally go to college (Frantz 1992; Lively 1994; Van de Water 1994a). Indeed, a distinct difference between European and U.S. performance indicators is that the U.S. version does not adequately recognize or reward graduate or professional training, or research. Further, the focus on economic development and job placement data about graduates in some of the core U.S. indicator systems makes land grant and professional institutions better able to benefit or comply with such indicators than liberal arts institutions or predominantly graduate and research institutions.

Summary
Higher education in the United States in the 1990s has witnessed the emergence or reshaping of several trends. First, policy makers’ mood has changed since the 1980s, when legislatures seemed more willing to compromise with institutions, to a harder line, often manifesting itself now through the legislative process. This trend was fueled by a decided shift in the 1990s to more demands for greater public accountability and accompanied by a shift in sentiment that saw 18 states’ rather rapid adoption of performance indicators, most during the first three years of the decade. These adaptations were often accomplished through imitation—with all of the flaws and virtues transmitted from one state to another.

Accompanying these trends were responses by several professional organizations or institutes—NACUBO, NCHEMS, AGB, and others—to develop indicators. Many of these efforts are designed to identify and define a set of performance indicators and develop normative data that will allow for comparisons among institutions.

The states involved in designing performance indicators share common problems (and goals) with their higher education systems. A core set of common performance indicators began to evolve around these problems, cutting across a number of states and showing similarities with international efforts. A major difference, however, is that U.S. indicators tend to focus on undergraduate education or economic development more than their overseas counterparts.

Several new approaches to budgeting have been proposed that support the growing trend in the United States toward greater public accountability. Incentives to support or buttress state formula funding were developed. Focusing more on process, outputs, and the quality of the efforts, such outcomes-
oriented efforts were designed to provide incentives to accomplish desired goals.

Accompanying these efforts are questions, still unanswered, about the use of group incentives to bring about institutional change. Reform must begin with the individual—more specifically in higher education, with the faculty’s support—for it to be effective. And how much is money, when dispensed to an institution rather than an individual, a motivator to bring about needed reform? A certain tension between the campus and the state (or Washington, D.C.) appears on the horizon, particularly as greater centralization of decision making at the state level grows imminent. The goals of the faculty and the state legislature often appear at odds, almost guaranteeing some level of ongoing tension and conflict between these groups. The regional and national role of accrediting associations appears to be eroding, being replaced by, among others, the federal government in areas like financial aid and national performance goals. And the trend appears to be growing, with more centralization by the states following the “Republican revolution” during the 1994 elections.

The use of performance indicators does not stop at our shores. Indeed, Americans have gained a great deal of experience with the problems and issues that fueled these reforms elsewhere—particularly in Europe and Australia, the focus of the next section.
THE INTERNATIONAL USE OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

An examination of the use of performance indicators internationally reveals a wide range of philosophies and applications. Despite this diversity, the use of indicators generally occurs within a framework of increased government accountability and fiscal constraint, as governments' concept of their role in higher education shifted from a type of "public utility" to a "strategic investment" (Ewell 1991). Effective performance has become an integral part of the discussion overseas about excellence and quality, as it has in the United States. Consequently, international approaches to assessment and evaluation share a common connection to budgeting processes for state systems and individual institutions.

Background

At no time in its history has higher education been faced with greater demands to demonstrate its worth and account for its use of public resources (Kogan 1989). But a shift from professional self-evaluation to external and managerial assessment reveals a number of common problems:

1. The application of evaluation techniques used in industry, which are of limited value to higher education, especially those emphasizing outcomes or product rather than process.
2. The change in assessment criteria from those stressing excellence to criteria related to economic or social outcomes.
3. Questions of power regarding mechanisms, motivations, and methodologies for assessment.

Despite the considerable interest generated by discussions about performance indicators, indicators ostensibly play a relatively minor role in the actual policies and decisions of most governments and institutions. A number of factors limit the impact of performance indicators:

1. The connection between indicators and selective funding, viewed as threatening to institutions.
3. A lack of conceptual agreement between governments and institutions on the use of indicators (Sizer, Spec. and Bormans 1992).
Nevertheless, consensus is growing in Europe regarding the usefulness of performance indicators in reshaping education—particularly when they are complemented with more qualitative information (Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994).

This section summarizes the literature on the use of performance indicators in selected countries outside the United States, compares indicator systems in use around the world, and summarizes the major themes presented in the profiles of systems used in other countries.

The Use of Performance Indicators
In light of the wide range of assumptions, approaches, intentions, and levels of sophistication present in performance indicators, some criteria are necessary to compare them so that their usefulness and replicability in other settings can be assessed. The following comparative criteria are used as the framework to describe performance indicator systems in Canada, Australia, and five countries in Europe and to show the links among organizational culture, institutional change, governmental and managerial priorities, and pedagogy:

1. Locus of control
2. Degree of government involvement
3. Focus of performance indicators
4. Sources of variation in quality
5. Data selection
6. Intended audiences
7. Emphasis of use
8. Impact on students' learning

These nine dimensions provide a framework for the examination of similarities and differences in the development of indicator systems in the selected countries, as well as a theoretical basis for the analysis of strengths and weaknesses in each initiative.

Locus of control
Change within higher education institutions results primarily from one of two sources: internal forces of reform or external demands from the environment. The organization is engaged in a struggle over control with its environment (Peterson and Spencer 1993), but because of higher education's dual system
of governance (administrators and professionals), the usefulness of traditional management techniques, such as strategic "control" mechanisms, is limited (De Jager 1992). Nevertheless, the mechanisms used for control in organizations including higher education can be classified into clans, bureaucracies, and markets (Ouchi 1989). Clans seek to control members' behavior through shared values, traditions, and social structures, such as those found among faculty in departments, schools, or universities. Bureaucracies control through hierarchical authority and rules, such as state agencies or accrediting bodies. Markets rely on forces like competition and pricing to shape organizational behavior.

**Degree of government involvement**

While government involvement can be viewed as a subset of locus of control, it is distinct in this discussion because of the interplay of perceptions between government officials and academic leaders (Nedwek and Neal 1994b). The level of government involvement is dictated by the scarcity of resources and the attitudes, beliefs, and values within the political culture (Boyer 1990; Ewell 1989). These perceptions in turn shape the form and substance of assessment systems. Government involvement ranges from direct to indirect to laissez-faire. Direct involvement results from state-mandated systems with prescribed methodologies for the design and use of performance indicators. Indirect control encourages limited delegation of authority to institutions to accommodate diversity within the context of broad goal statements. A laissez-faire position exists when government leaders show disinterest in educational policy or when coordinated efforts are largely voluntary.

**Focus of performance indicators**

Performance indicators should be directly related to the institution's functions and goals (Ball and Wilkinson 1992; Dochy and Segers 1990). The foci of indicators include effectiveness (how well the institution accomplishes its stated goals and objectives), increasing efficiency (what it costs to achieve those goals), or improving the institution's economic environment (how to save money yet achieve the goals).

**Sources of variation in quality**

The philosophy of continuous and systematic improvement stresses the importance of reducing variation in production
design and processes (Deming 1986). Special causes of variation (such as individual performance) must be kept analytically distinct from common causes (those attributable to poor institutional processes), for common causes (variations in design, materials, technologies, and supervision) will substantially affect the quality of an institution (Dill 1992). Special causes of variations are exceptions to the normal process that require quick detection and administrative action to eliminate (Chaffee and Sherr 1992). Analyses of common causes of variation often result in an overemphasis on the connection between inputs and outcomes, resulting in a call for increased assessment of the process as a component of institutional evaluation (Nedwek 1994; Schilling and Schilling 1993).

**Data selection**
In the absence of consensus on conceptual frameworks, the options for gathering and selecting data vary widely but usually reflect a classic mechanistic view of organizations. While some systems select data about input, processes, and outcomes to assess quality (Ball and Halwachi 1987; Chaffee and Sherr 1992; Scottish Higher Education 1992), most institutions still concentrate primarily on measures of input (Johnes and Taylor 1990). Methods of collecting data reflect a quantitative bias and tend to include such measures because they are readily available and easily quantifiable (Ball and Wilkinson 1992; Elton 1987). This quantitative bias is revealed in the development of proxy measures of process, such as human resource ratios (faculty/staff and faculty per FTE student, for example) (Schmitz 1993). In an era of fiscal constraint, financial ratio analysis has emerged as a way to assess financial performance, institutional priorities, and comparisons of peer organizations (Chabotar 1989; DiSalvo 1989; KPMG Peat Marwick 1990).

**Intended audiences**
Higher education institutions produce performance indicators for a variety of audiences, including governing bodies, legislatures, students, and faculty. The following typology categorizes these audiences by relationship to the institution and anticipated outcome of the information:

1. Internal decision makers (administration faculty)
2. Internal policy makers (board administration)
3. External decision makers (parents; students)

**Emphasis of use**
Performance indicators have four primary purposes: (1) monitoring general conditions and contexts; (2) identifying progress toward specified goals; (3) illuminating or foreshadowing problems; and (4) diagnosing potential sources of identified problems (Darling-Hammond 1992). They can serve two additional purposes as well: the allocation of incentive funding and resources (Banta 1986; "Development of..." 1985); and political symbolism (Ewell 1989; Kalsbeek 1991; Leviton and Hughes 1981; Nedwek and Neal 1994a; Weiss 1977).

**Impact on students' learning**
Most performance indicator systems reflect primarily responsiveness to external pressures and demands. As a result, little attention is given to processes within the organization, especially the learning environment (Nedwek and Neal 1994b). Sensitivity to process or the program's effects on students' learning can be direct, indirect, or assumed. Direct impact exists when the model intentionally yields data to validate students' achievement as related to the institution's mission. Indirect impact represents models that foster a concern about variations in outcomes and links to the delivery of programs. Assumed impact, the most common model, exists when student outcomes serve as a leap of faith from the program outline—for example, the connection between improvements in productivity and enhancement of academic quality (Massy and Wilger 1992).

**Relationship to institutional mission**
Performance indicators vary in the degree to which they are related to programmatic, institutional, or systemwide missions. While mission statements should provide a starting point in the development of indicators, the actual relationship might be direct, indirect, or assumed (Nedwek and Neal 1994b). A direct relationship exists when the mission statement clearly promotes the institution's distinctiveness, and such a statement should therefore include clear goals about intended outcomes, clientele to be served, and steps to ensure achievement of the mission (Bogue and Saunders 1992; Newsom and....)
Hayes 1990). An indirect relationship exists when the mission statement and the performance assessment system suggest less precise standards. Assumed relationships occur when mission statements and performance indicators are independent.

Case Studies

Great Britain

Background. Rapid increases in enrollment, the demand for the efficient use of resources, and the final abolition in 1992 of the binary educational system (two distinct sectors—polytechnic schools and colleges, and universities) have set the tone for significant changes in governance, funding, and allocations in Great Britain. Public institutions in Great Britain include 150 former polytechnic schools and colleges and 43 universities (excluding the Open University). Although the polytechnic schools still maintain a more vocational focus, some of the larger institutions have an academic reputation higher than the universities (Goedegebuure, Maassen, and Westerheijden 1990a).

The universities enrolled more than 352,000 full-time students and nearly 52,000 part-time students at the outset of the decade (Association of Commonwealth 1993). In recent years, institutions in Great Britain experienced rapid growth in student enrollments similar to that of the United States during the 1960s. Full-time enrollments also are increasing steadily, with an 11 percent gain between 1988-89 and 1990-91. Government projections of enrollment call for a 33 percent increase in demand by 2000 (Kells 1993).

Unlike their counterparts in the United States, British institutions tend to be quite small, averaging, as late as 1988, around 6,000 students (Johnes and Taylor 1990). At the outset of the decade, provisional expenditures for further and higher education in the U.K. reached £6.8 billion ($11 billion) (Whitaker's Almanac 1994).

Environmental context. Great Britain's higher education system of universities and public institutions has experienced a revolution of rising expectations during the past few decades. The introduction of performance indicators to the lexicon of higher education management in Great Britain marked a major shift in power that welcomed a conservative ideology to government in 1979. Government’s perspective
on higher education became one of "value for money," emphasizing economy, efficiency, and effectiveness (Goe-degebuure, Maassen, and Westerheijden 1990a).

With rising inflation and a sluggish economy in the 1970s, the British government no longer could tolerate its system of block grant funding by the University Grants Committee (UGC). Cuts in government support in the early 1980s signaled a major shift in the way universities and colleges would be funded (Williams 1990), and the dramatic reduction in government funding and the elimination of block grants were strongly criticized within the academy (Kogan and Kogan 1983). A second major factor in the evolution of performance indicators was the publication of a government "green paper" ("Development of 1985) that spoke to the use of indicators in the allocation of resources (Ball and Wilkinson 1992).

Suggestions for major organizational changes to higher education in a government "white paper," Higher Education: A New Framework (Dept. of Education and Science 1991), were incorporated in the Further and Higher Education Act of 1992 and the Further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act of 1992. These acts eliminated the binary system of higher education by removing the distinction between services provided by universities (funded in England and Wales through the Universities Funding Council) and by polytechnics and colleges (funded through the Polytechnics and Colleges Funding Council). All institutions in England, Scotland, and Wales are now funded through three Higher Education Funding Councils, which were empowered to obtain extensive institutional data in support of their allocation of funds (Green 1994, p. 4).

The new funding approach is sensitive to institutional missions. The former polytechnics, historically vocational in orientation, were to be judged against teaching performance as well as success in applied research. The older universities were expected to be assessed using a "research assessment exercise" that produces quality ratings of the universities' success in research (Universities Funding 1992). A fivefold rating scale of productivity in research was initiated in 1993 (Kells 1993), with criteria emphasizing international reputation as the key to the highest ratings. The methodology the councils use in funding research is based on quality of the research, the contract, and development. The research assessment exercise in 1992 produced a four-volume set of measures for use...
The relationship between higher education and government continues to change, with a loosening of ties between institutions and local government (Brennan 1990). Despite these changes, the fear persists that the development of national indicators will inevitably "nationalize institutional policy making" (Ball and Wilkinson 1992, p. 11). The Further and Higher Education Act of 1992 fuels some of these fears. The capacity to gather and analyze data, for example, was greatly improved with the creation of a new central agency, the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA), which is charged with data collection in support of decisions by the funding councils.

**Use of performance indicators.** The British model blends external indicators with peer judgment to maintain quality assurance in higher education. Distinctions are drawn among quality audit, quality control, and quality assessment; responsibility for control rests with institutions, for audits with the Higher Education Quality Council, and for assessment with the new funding councils (Gordon 1992). Thus, a dual system of control exists: one administrative and the other professional (De Jager 1992).

In the past 25 years, normative mechanisms (a "clan" form of control by the academy) have been used as means of organizational control (Dill 1992; Ouchi 1989). The introduction of centralized indicators places additional pressure on institutional autonomy (Frackmann 1987; Kogan and Kogan 1983). Some critics argue that, for the former polytechnics, performance indicators represent the loss of academic control and the expansion of managerial control (McElwee 1992).

An important force influencing the allocation of resources for higher education in Great Britain was the concept of "competitive tendering" as a funding mechanism (McVicar 1990). In this approach, the state no longer was to provide a service; instead, it purchases student places that are subject to bid by service providers. England, Scotland, and Wales each appointed representatives to a funding council that acts as a purchasing agent of services based upon a complex allocation formula (Higher Education Funding 1993; Temple and Whitechurch 1994). Some argue, however, that increased reliance on student fees has eroded the power of the funding councils (McVicar 1990). Each university in Great Britain appears to
be becoming more entrepreneurial as market forces of supply and demand replace national planning (Temple and Whitechurch 1994).

Multiple meanings and foci dot the landscape of performance indicators in Great Britain. The Committee of Vice Chancellors and Principals (CVCP) suggested three categories of quantitative measures: internal, external, and operational (Ball and Wilkinson 1992; Committee 1986). Each measure holds multiple meanings that often fail to provide "back ground information needed to interpret the data" (Harris and Dochy 1990).

Political culture and context appear to shape the focus of indicators (Sizer 1992), and the process of introducing performance indicators influenced the substance of the indicators themselves. They are neither value neutral nor process independent (Findlay 1990; Goedegebuure, Maassen, and Westerheijden 1990a). Critics have argued that most indicators reflect the ease of gathering data more than a conceptual framework (de Weert 1990; Elton 1987), rather than being developed through identifying the purposes to be served by the indicators, which in turn would shape the broader conceptual framework (Yorke 1991b).

The attitudes, beliefs, and values of key stakeholders concerning the role of education in society and the relationship between government and the educational community should determine the design of indicators. "The more the objectives behind higher education policy can be regarded as an expression of the more general political culture of a country, the more the policy--including any objectives [that] are part of it--will be accepted" (Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992, pp. 138-39). In the British public sector, government inspectors, rather than peers, are used to judge quality (Goedegebuure, Maassen, and Westerheijden 1990a). Gradually, the role of higher education has come to be viewed as an agent or force that should contribute to the national economy (Johnes and Taylor 1990).

Most indicators in the British initiative are expressions of a mechanistic view of education (Elton 1988). As a result, most can be grouped into measures of input, process, and output (Findlay 1990; Johnes and Taylor 1990). By 1992, the number of indicators had expanded to 65; although much of their emphasis is on input and proxy measures of process, measures of outcome, such as graduation and completion
rates, are related directly to unit costs. Thus, cost per student is a common criterion consistent with the CVCP's management statistics model of performance indicators. The use of regression residuals provides a more sophisticated statistical approach to determine expected costs per student compared with actual costs (Johnes and Taylor 1990). Explanatory variables include "subject mix" to help explain variations in non-completion rates, institutional factors (faculty/student ratios and length of course study, for example), and the like. Similar to efforts in the United States, the systematic and comparative use of indicators should account for variations in students' abilities and the environmental context. Most critics argue that indicators should, but seldom do, flow from institutional mission (Cuenin 1987; Dochy and Segers 1990; Findlay 1990; Segers, Wijnen, and Dochy 1990), but while tailoring indicators to institutional mission is important, designers of indicator systems must be careful to minimize the development of performance indicators as "reductionist mechanisms" (Kells 1992a).

In the United Kingdom, performance indicators in general use include:

1. Number of applications per undergraduate place
2. Undergraduates' entry scores
3. Classification of or number of honors degrees awarded
4. Wastage rates of students
5. Staff workload
6. Employability of graduates
7. Postgraduate completion rates
8. Research grants and contracts
9. Research studentships awarded by prominent bodies, such as research councils
10. Records of publications
11. Students' loads
12. Staff:student ratios
13. Unit costs
14. Staff size by type
15. Institutional revenues and expenditures

While the major focus has been on input variables, some effort is under way to assess productivity in research. Much
of the work still uses traditional measures, such as peer reviews, publications, citation indices, and research revenues. Variations in research output are explained in part by process factors, such as ratios of research staff to total staff. Overall, much of the work uses process variables as explanatory variables in a classic regression equation of indicators. This approach appears to do little to examine systematically the direct link between inputs and outcomes, as the vast majority of the applications of performance indicators, whether focused on student outcomes or research output, develop proxy measures of process or conversion factors (Johnes and Taylor 1990; Kells 1990). Some success has been reported in developing process measures through periodic assessment of learning environments (Scottish Higher Education 1992).

Based on the input process output taxonomy, most indicators are highly quantitative and lend themselves easily to statistical manipulation, such as discriminate analysis of cost measures (De Jager 1992; Johnes and Taylor 1990). A lack of satisfactory cost allocation procedures to deal with the measurement of either effectiveness or efficiency remains, however (Cave, Kogan, and Hanney 1990). Because of limitations on the data's stability, inconsistent operationalization, and weak relationships to articulated goals, indicators are viewed as part of the machinery of "management technology" (Segers, Wijnen, and Dochy 1990).

A host of decision makers and policy makers currently consume data about performance indicators in Great Britain. Since 1984, the government has been particularly interested in improving the accountability of higher education in the eyes of taxpayers (Johnes and Taylor 1990). The net effect of the emphasis was an increased demand for information from institutions for use in allocation of resources. Not only do government decision makers use the data, however, as statistics about and performance indicators of university management have also found interest among consumers. The British use these quantifiable data in a table that compares institutions (Scottish Centrally Funded 1992). As a condition of developing or using such national data bases, information requirements of different management levels must be assessed and access negotiated (Sizer 1992).

While those in British higher education were familiar with reporting some type of performance data, much of the information was used historically more for administrative purposes.
than for management (Committee 1985; Spee and Bormans 1992). The Jarratt Committee's recommendation laid the groundwork for a shift in assumptions about governance of the academy and the resulting expansion of uses for performance data (Cave, Kogan, and Hanney 1990). Data were used originally as management statistics for descriptive purposes and later to allocate resources. In addition to the classic application of allocating resources, some have argued that the comparative assessment of institutions must not be a casual decision (Ball and Wilkinson 1992). When designed for use in allocation, multiple measures are preferred (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). The relationship between performance indicators and peer reviews should be complementary, with the former informing the latter (Sizer 1990b).

Observers have begun to note that the steady drift toward a bureaucratic model of higher education in Great Britain does little to benefit students if pedagogy is ignored (Barnett 1989; McElwee 1992). Whether interest in students' learning will increase, even if pedagogy is not ignored, remains uncertain (Muffo 1993). The Committee of Inquiry on Teaching Quality under the Polytechnics and Colleges Funding Council could be one signal of a renewed interest in the learning environment (Sizer 1990b). Other recent efforts are under way to introduce external assessment of program quality through work sponsored by the Funding Council in England, Scotland, and Wales. In addition, a system of quality audits is also under way through the Higher Education Quality Council (Yorke 1993), and similar interest has been demonstrated by the Council for National Academic Awards (Yorke 1991a).

The Quality Audit group, formerly known as the Academic Audit Unit, is another approach to developing quality assessment within the institution. Reporting to the CVCP, its role is to review methods for monitoring and promoting academic standards among universities (Young 1990).

In 1992, macro performance indicators were developed for use with the former polytechnic schools. Four sets of performance indicators were developed in the areas of effectiveness, resources, efficiency, and source of funds (Kells 1993; Polytechnics 1992). The Universities Funding Council initiated a direct link between specialist panels and the use of indicators. This approach represents a clear, complementary relationship between quality assessment through peer judgment and external indicators. Further development of performance
indicators will be coordinated through the recently established Joint Performance Indicators Working Group, whose initial focus of interest is teaching quality, use of space, financial health, research, and availability of data (Kells 1993).

Great Britain has begun to redefine the role of higher education, and as it moves from an elitist to a mass system of higher education, governments are likely to demand more information to measure value. The academy now finds itself competing for resources not only from government, but also from a marketplace filled with skeptical consumers.

Canada

Background. Covering nearly 3.9 million square miles with a population of more than 27.2 million by 1991, Canada in 1991–92 served a total of 554,021 students through 69 degree-granting institutions and 336,480 students through 203 publicly funded non-degree granting institutions (Europa 1993). Enrollment in higher education increased steadily from 1982 through 1994 (Association of Commonwealth 1993). Support for higher education is provided mainly through the provinces, but because the provinces vary substantially in population, wealth, and, as a consequence, differential power, support for higher education has created an opportunity for the federal government to play an active role through the allocation of resources. The poor economic climate in Canada has created lower estimates of revenue, increased nondiscretionary expenditures, and reduced payments to the provinces. Tighter budgets created a climate of concern about requirements for resources in Canadian educational institutions (Association of Universities 1993), and subsequent funding for "equalization" has created the concomitant call for accountability (Association of Commonwealth 1993). Funding by the provinces accounts for about 69 percent of university expenditures, while the federal government contributes another 13.5 percent and student fees account for 10.2 percent.

Environmental context. The subject of quality assurance in general and the development of performance indicators in particular are best understood at the provincial and federal government levels. At the provincial level, performance indi
cators focus largely on issues of management; at the national level, the dominant project is the development of descriptive statistics in a program known as the Canada effort, supported by Statistics Canada/Council of Minister of Education (Canadian 1992; Kells 1992).

Performance indicators have been developed in the context of the federal government's role in equalization, the regionalism of concentrated educational services, and the continuing issues of bilingualism and multiculturalism. Neither the universities nor the colleges form an integrated "system" of higher education, and universities in particular enjoy considerable autonomy in Canada.

**Use of performance indicators.** A key emerging policy issue involves maintaining access while controlling educational costs. Attempts to balance these two forces will find financial aid policies at one end of the continuum and the government's policies on the allocation of resources at the other. Some institutions plan to substantially increase tuition and fees as a way to recover shrinking support from provincial and federal governments. According to the Ontario Task Force on Accountability:

> *At one end of the spectrum is what might be termed "strict" accountability; when, for example, universities are held accountable by government for their expenditure of public funds by means of explicit rules and regulations. At the other end, there is what might more accurately be called "responsiveness," when, for example, universities are said to be accountable to their local community for providing social and cultural leadership (Association of Universities 1993, p. 4).*

In the early 1980s, provincial governments began to investigate the role of universities in their regions. The Bovey Commission, for example, sought to understand the role of universities in Ontario and their future plans. University responses laid the foundation for the development of performance indicators that, in turn, were helpful in comparative analyses and fundraising (Snowdon 1993).

Although federal and provincial governments continue the drive to install indicators, the media serve as an additional force. *Maclean's* magazine ranked 16 universities in a report
that has further politicized the atmosphere (1992). As in the United States and western Europe, Canadian performance indicator systems reflect the existence of an enormous vacuum in the marketplace of higher education. Government officials and consumers demand better information about educational services, which can be provided by performance indicator systems (Snowdon 1993).

As economic pressures mount and student enrollments continue to increase, institutional and system performance indicators will shift from a focus on inputs to one on outcomes and their role in monitoring accountability and system performance (Association of Universities 1993). At least five approaches to quality currently dominate the field—political economy, productivity, value added, producer consumer, content—with some eclectic approaches as well (Nadeau 1992). Indicators of quality and excellence can be defined as "those characteristics of all components of colleges and universities for which there is some consensus as to their contributions to the successful attainment of specific institutional missions and objectives" (p. 2).

The bulk of data collection nationally occurs in the federal government's Statistics Canada project. All performance indicator programs rely on the Statistics Canada data base for core information (Hawkins 1990), which includes data about students, academic staff, and finances. Data about students include standard demographic characteristics and degrees granted. Faculty records include data on demographics, degrees held, compensation, and principal subjects taught. Financial data include standard total expenditure profiles by fund and by type of expenditure and by function. While these three sets of files rely on the individual as the unit of observation, each college data base aggregates the individual files into institutional summaries.

Provinces have developed planning indicators to complement federal work. Among the provinces, Alberta's indicators emphasize institutional efficiency and effectiveness; British Columbia uses traditional indicators to measure accountability, assess program quality, and gauge efficiency; Newfoundland's measures compare systems, manage postsecondary education, and assess equity, effectiveness, and efficiency; and Ontario is developing indicators in the context of enhanced planning (Hawkins 1990). Provincial indicators will emphasize public objectives, while federal ones will focus
primarily on monitoring education using descriptive measures (Hawkins 1990). While the need exists to incorporate mission-specific issues in the development of indicators, relatively little progress has been made. A partial explanation for the dependence on national management statistics is the sheer volume of data collected over the years; these national data sets may have distracted academic policy makers from more serious investigations of indicators.

A major impediment to the use of performance indicators in Canada is the difficulty in building a defensible rationale for comparing institutions, although interinstitutional and interprovincial comparisons are beginning to be implemented. Much of the literature about Canadian projects underscores the need for taking context into account and developing a classification of institutions as a basis for constructing indicators. In addition, the development of interprovincial comparisons remains suspect because integrity of the data remains suspect. Queen’s University, however, developed an approach to ranking and comparisons with similar institutions, basing similarities on enrollment in undergraduate and graduate programs and the amount of sponsored research (Smith 1992). The success of the use of indicators at Queen’s University might have been a function of senior management’s quantitative orientation and the principal’s interest in developing indicators (Snowdon 1993). Universitywide indicators, however, might not necessarily provide sufficient data to use in allocating resources (Nadeau 1992).

The design of indicator systems in Canada is similar to that in other developed nations, emphasizing primarily measures of either input or outcome. What little attention is paid to process factors is limited to traditional proxy ratio measures of conversion, such as student flow and length of studies. Equally significant, the measurement of process variables, defined by the learning environment, has not been systematic. A recent highly critical report of teaching, for example, encouraged uniform standards for evaluating teaching (Conference 1991; Smith 1991).

Australia

Background. Australian higher education consists of a unified system including some 40 institutions. Unlike institutions in the United States, all universities are secular in origin and established through action by the federal government (Asso-
The Australian Catholic University, although related to the church, is publicly funded and a member of the unified system. Australia also has a few private institutions and a handful of specialist institutions.

Total enrollment in higher education increased substantially in recent years, rising from 336,702 in 1981 to 534,538 a decade later. In addition, distance learning grew to 56,922 students in 1991. Employment opportunities, however, do not show the same pattern of growth, and unemployment countrywide was estimated at 11.2 percent in late 1992.

In 1992, the federal government allocated total funds of $A3.9 billion ($2.9 billion) to the universities. Funding occurs triennially on a rolling basis, with grants allocated as a single block (Association of Commonwealth 1993). The Commonwealth's support for research increased to $A2.6 billion ($1.9 billion) in 1991-92.

Environmental context. The growing concern about quality in higher education in Europe appears to apply as well in Australia (Harman 1994; van Vught and Westerheijden 1992). Beginning with the federal government's decision in 1987 to develop a unified national system, Australian higher education is changing dramatically (Goedegebuure and Meek 1989). The country's emerging sense of the need to broaden its economic base through a stronger emphasis on international competitiveness brought higher education into sharp focus. Although the federal government did not have specific powers over education, its financial support has set the direction for higher education policy (Harman 1994). Intended to make higher education more responsive to the nation's economic development, the changes abolished the binary system, consolidated institutions, increased emphasis on applied sciences, targeted research, altered structures of governance, and promoted new ways to cut costs and develop alternative revenue streams. The primary instruments used to restructure higher education are financial incentives to reduce the number of institutions through mergers.

Unlike in Great Britain, the Australian government's decision makers do not have a strong commitment to the philosophy of a free market.

Australian institutions in the 1980s depended on government resources to a great extent, which served as an incentive to merge with other institutions to meet minimum enrollment standards. At the same time, the federal government sought to move from a highly regulated and centralized bureaucratic system to greater self-regulation, and a major change was the...
introduction of a unified national system. The government's *Higher Education: A Policy Statement* (1988) called for greater flexibility among institutions in programs and areas of research, as well as more control over resources and some reallocation of funds based on performance in priority areas. In sum, "institutional autonomy and flexibility [were] juxtaposed with marketplace discipline" (Goedegebuure and Meek 1989, p. 221). Unlike in Great Britain, the Australian government's decision makers do not have a strong commitment to the philosophy of a free market (Teather 1990a).

**Use of performance indicators.** Although considerable scholarship has addressed the relationship of performance to quality assurance (Anwyl 1992; Burke 1993a), the government's initiatives have been conventional. Performance indicators are classified into three types: (1) internal indicators that focus on immediate postprogram performance (graduation rates), (2) operating indicators (class size), and (3) external indicators that focus on students' status after graduation (employment) (Commonwealth Tertiary Education 1989).

Like in Canada, performance indicators are not limited to information about students. Comparisons of research among universities include such measures as the number of journal publications, grants, books published, editorships, and citations (Grigg and Sheehan 1989), and the Performance Indicators Research Group was commissioned to develop an initial list of indicators to measure efficiency and effectiveness (Lindsay 1993). These initial and subsequent discussions focused on the development of information about performance as related to quality.

An initial set of 23 indicators was divided into three groups: (1) institutional context, such as characteristics of the academic staff, demand from students, their background, and cost data; (2) performance indicators, such as amount of teaching and learning, and research and professional service; and (3) indicators of social equity, such as gender ratios for staff and students (Lindsay 1993). A 1988 report of the Working Party recommends a series of indicators to measure institutional context and enhance the comparability of the findings across a range of institutions (Australian 1988).

Most of the measures are conventional operationalizations of input characteristics or outcomes. Some of the input variables can be conceptualized as measures of administrative
process, such as ratios calculated on the relationship of numbers of acceptances to actual enrollments (sometimes called a yield ratio in the United States). Other input variables can be viewed as intermediate outcomes. For example, second year retention and major sequence retention are components of student demand (Kells 1990).

Traditional measures of outcome track undergraduate and postgraduate performance, such as proportion of completions and the number of completions within two years. Measures of "destination outcomes" focus on employment status, postgraduate study, type of work, and salary. No data are collected to assess employers' perceptions of students' skills and competencies.

Only one measure addresses teaching quality, which is a perceptual item based on a limited set of performance characteristics. As with most systems, the difficult issue of weighting performance indicators remains unresolved. While the initial report of the Working Party called for experts to develop weights, others have argued for public disclosure of a methodology that could include statistical regression weighting (Hattie 1990). In addition, some concern has been expressed about the disciplinary bias toward the sciences that could occur as a result of research production indicators (Moses 1990).

Discipline reviews were introduced in the mid-1980s using senior academics, experts in various disciplines, and major employers of graduates. The initial experience with these reviews has been mixed, and some view the review process as very costly and time consuming (Harman 1994; Higher Education Council 1992). A national academic audit mechanism is under development that is based on disciplinary panels rather than external examiners.

The quality assurance mechanism developed in Australia reflects a sensitivity to institutional autonomy. A quality assurance plan developed by the Committee for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (CQAHE) began with a study of quality assurance policies and practices. In 1994, the attention focused on teaching and learning. The quality review program is a serious commitment to funding quality programs. In 1994, for example, the program allocated $A76 million ($55.9 million) to those institutions that could "demonstrate effective quality assurance policies and practices and excellent outcomes" (O'Neil 1994). Efforts in 1995 should emphasize man
agement as well as the integration of research and service. The CQAHE intends to assess outcomes at three levels: those associated with institutional missions, others related to the Higher Education Council’s goal statements, and those reflecting the attributes of graduates and the impact of research (Lindsay 1994).

The relationship between performance indicators and quality remains underdeveloped. When quality is conceptualized as the measurement of the “worth” of something, the tendency is to limit the relationship to measures of outcome. This narrow view disregards other complementary avenues of connecting indicators to quality through reputation or content (Lindsay 1992, 1993). The Higher Education Council in Australia has raised the possibility of a national structure for quality assurance, and the National Board of Employment, Education, and Training published a paper in 1992 that lays the groundwork for an academic audit system that resembles work already under way in Great Britain (Gordon 1992; Higher Education Council 1992).

Some interest has been expressed in revisiting indicators to focus on “improving educational processes by attention to the many factors that influence student learning” (Lindsay 1993, p. 34; see also Higher Education Council 1992). The National Union of Students and the Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations endorsed the need for a broader perspective of measures.

The quality of the performance indicators developed to date has met with some criticism, including the underlying assumption of a single dimension to the measures (Hattie 1990) and some argument that the existing indicators are not sufficiently substantive in their relationship to higher education’s goals, processes, and outcomes (Lindsay 1993). Others have expressed concern about the use of performance indicators to introduce systematic formula funding (Australian 1988; Hattie 1990). Subsequently, a higher education performance indicators research group was charged with defining performance indicators operationally (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991), with performance indicators recommended by the group to be applied systemwide (Linke 1990). Another continuing problem is the lack of a defensible approach to building valid comparison groups (Linke 1990).

Developments in Australia mirror concerns expressed in other countries in applying a mechanistic view of higher edu
cation that produces measures of input, process, and outcome. Concern has been expressed about the weakness of process measures, especially in the context of the complexity of higher education (Linke 1992).

Few efforts are under way to address the difficult area of process measurement. One recent work refers to procedural characteristics that might form baseline principles of good practice in some expression of formative evaluation, and offers a checklist of procedures that constitute good practice in process (Hattie 1990). The notion of process can be viewed from the perspective of managerial performance or characteristics of the learning environment. Whether procedural differences explain variations in student performance outcomes remains an unaddressed empirical question. Some have questioned whether process measures should be used directly as performance indicators (Cullen 1987).

A major problem facing the development of performance indicators in Australia is the availability of reliable data for comparative analysis (Doyle 1994; Kells 1993). A recently released major report has been developed on a set of equity indicators that augment the set of general performance indicators (Martin 1994). The report is the product of a project funded by the Department of Employment, Education, and Training to provide operational definitions for a wide range of performance indicators across functional areas within institutions of higher education and should provide considerable support for improved institutional management information systems.

The swift movement to a unified system, the number of mergers, and related policy changes have altered the landscape of higher education in Australia. It remains uncertain whether these changes will result in less diversity in programs and an increased reliance on quantitative indicators of systematic, institutional, or departmental quality. The Working Party on Performance Indicators suggests that “to reduce funds as a penalty for poor performance would make the graduates cheaper but almost certainly worse” (Teather 1990b, p. 119). At this stage of performance indicators’ development in Australia, the basic indicators will reflect stakeholders’ perceptions of the uses and purposes to be served by the system, the financial dependency of institutions, and the political ideology of government decision makers. One can only speculate on whether the government can transform higher education into
an economic and social engine for systematic change. Recent funding patterns suggest that government decision makers will maintain a strong hand while allowing some participation in the definition of the journey.

**The Netherlands**

**Background.** Dutch higher education has two distinct segments (Bormans et al. 1990). Universities prepare students for independent scientific careers in an academic or professional setting, while HBO (hoger beroeps onderwijs) institutes emphasize training in applied science for specific occupations. Currently, 20 universities, including seven theological institutions, and 87 HBO institutes serve the Netherlands (Kells 1992b). The Open University was developed to provide university degrees, HBO programs, and other courses, mainly through distance education. Government funding of higher education accounts for approximately 90 percent of an institution’s total budget (Westerheijden 1990). Core institutional budgets are allocated as a lump sum and used freely, while capital budgets are strictly earmarked (Frederiks, Westerheijden, and Weusthof 1994).

**Environmental context.** Since the early 1980s, the Dutch government has developed a number of major policy proposals designed to restructure its strategy toward higher education. A number of reasons are behind the new strategy, including the ideological preferences of the political coalition in power since 1982 and the problematic budgetary situation facing the government (Maassen and van Vught 1988). While these circumstances are similar to those of other social democratic countries like Sweden and Denmark, the Dutch response is unusual, because it directly links expanded institutional autonomy with more stringent standards of quality (Sander 1993). One of the main shifts in government policy toward higher education is an increasing demand for greater relevance to society (Bormans et al. 1990). The government wishes to encourage universities to supply needed workers for science and industry while generating new knowledge and technology to benefit the economy.

The Secretary of Education and Sciences issued a report on higher education, autonomy, and quality in 1985 to emphasize quality in research and instruction through increased accountability (Drenth, Van Os, and Bernaert 1989).
The report called for a new approach to managing higher education for a number of reasons:

1. Government regulations were leading to inflexible, cumbersome procedures;
2. Institutional responsibilities were too restricted; and
3. Quality measurement and assurance were inadequate (Dochy, Segers, and Wijnen 1990b).

In 1988, the Ministry of Education and Science translated this broad government policy into the Higher Education and Research Act, which contains the following components:

1. Greater institutional autonomy in the design and implementation of new curricula to encourage innovation and diversity;
2. A system of quality assessment leading to public information on the quality of teaching and research at each institution to enhance competition;
3. A strengthened system of open access to all graduates of higher forms of secondary education;
4. Possible government response to an imbalance in the supply of students and the demand for courses offered and positions in the labor market by centrally reducing the number of students in a discipline;
5. Maintenance of the government’s role as principal funder of public higher education (Bormans et al. 1990).

The system is administered by the Association of Cooperating Universities (the Vereniging van Samenwerkende Nederlandse Universiteiten), a quasi-public higher education association, as a formative evaluation of study programs every six years (Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994). In 1993, the Higher Education and Research Act was codified into law, formally reducing government control over operational details while maintaining final responsibility for major issues of funding and length of program (Goedegebuure et al. 1993).

Use of performance indicators. The system of quality assessment was tested in 1988 in four disciplines (Westerheijden 1990). The process consisted of three major stages:
1. Self evaluation by faculties;  
2. Comparison among faculties by visiting review committees;  
3. Institutional response to the committee’s findings.

In addition to self-study reports by the institutions, the Association of Cooperating Universities added a “fact book” of centralized data that includes several performance indicators. Through the Higher Education and Research Plan, the government intended to design performance indicators as operational instruments for:

1. Evaluation to show the extent the government’s goals have been achieved;  
2. Monitoring of relevant developments and trends;  
3. Dialogue of objective information;  

The fact books were not well received, because they contained incomplete data, discrepancies with institutional data, and ambiguous interpretations of data (Westerheijden 1990). Consequently, the association established a steering committee to examine indicators and propose their future use in a new quality control system (Kells 1992b). Researchers, however, continue to disagree on the use of performance indicators in quality assurance and debate their operational validity.

Others support a system of quality assessment based on peer review rather than performance indicators (Vroeijenstijn and Acherman 1990), suggesting the examination of the fundamental goals driving quality assessment and reliance on assessment tools consistent with those objectives. While performance indicators might be perceived as helpful in measuring outcomes of governmental policies (with an orientation toward control), peer review provides the best advice for the enhancement of institutions (an orientation toward improvement) (Vroeijenstijn and Acherman 1990). Additional criticism of indicators includes the lack of connection between indicators and actual performance and the fear that indicators ultimately become standards for performance.

Others also call for a strengthened system of peer review but assert that increased assessment requires objective information (Paardekooper and Spec 1990). They do not consider
peer review and performance indicators incompatible elements in assessment but believe that judgments of quality by experts can carry greater authority if they are based on knowledge of the facts. If assessments are to determine the future capacity of institutions in addition to the usual review of past performance, then it will be even more essential to include a sound empirical perspective with the assessment made by academic peers.

The most comprehensive debate surrounding development of the assessment plan has centered on the introduction of performance indicators (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). Implementation has been difficult because of widespread skepticism about the validity and utility of indicators and because of an absence of existing indicators for education in general rather than the predominance of performance indicators for research. A tentative list of 26 indicators was published in 1988 with a ranking order of the universities for each, but the list was criticized because changes over time were reflected only in each institution's relative position compared to others (penalizing universities that performed well initially) and because it was unclear what some indicators were intended to measure. While the government might be pushing the use of performance indicators to achieve its higher education goals, the main policy thrust remains the establishment of systematic self-assessment and external review (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991).

The publication of these initial indicators led to many suggestions for further improvement and development of performance indicators:

1. The purposes of indicators should be explicit.
2. Indicators based on changes should not reflect badly on institutions with good early performance.
3. Rankings based on specific indicators should be avoided.
4. Use of indicators to diminish necessary discussion within and among institutions should also be avoided (Bormans et al. 1990).

Further refinement of performance indicators will permit the government's withdrawal from management of processes, while gaining greater control of product management (Maassen and van Vught 1988). This shift in government planning and control will result in a more output oriented "mission fund"
ing" mechanism for Dutch higher education. The government is willing to encourage the formative nature of quality assessment by not penalizing negative results from self-evaluations or reports from peer groups (van Vught and Westerheijden 1993). Only repeated deficiencies over multiple review cycles would result in decreased funding.

Performance indicators currently are used very little in setting Dutch higher education policy through quality assessment (Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994). Indicators do play a critical role in funding, however, in determining the amount of core funds to award universities and HBOs. Since January 1993, a new system has been employed for funding core teaching and research, with the following indicators directly determining a major portion of core funds appropriated to each institution:

- **Teaching indicators**: Number of registered students; length of study; number of degrees awarded
- **Research indicators**: Number of doctoral theses; number of certificates to design engineers.

Thus, performance indicators play a very minor role in shaping discussion and policy regarding quality assessment in the Netherlands, but a handful of indicators are critical in determining core funding for higher education.

**Finland**

**Background.** Finland has 20 university-level institutions with approximately 100,000 students (Niiniluoto 1990). Organized national policy and a strong belief in national planning have characterized the Finnish system of higher education since the 1960s. Developments within higher education over the past 20 years include regional expansion, democratization of university administration, mission-oriented research promoting social progress, and reform in curricula intended to narrow the gap between academic and vocational education. While each university has some degree of autonomy in its internal affairs, the Ministry of Education serves as the central unit of administration for higher education (Kells 1992b).

**Environmental context.** Like many European countries, the expansion of Finland's university system during the 1960s was partly motivated by expanding democratization (Stolte
Heiskanen 1992). This growing trend put pressure on higher education to broaden access to wider segments of the population and to provide a more diversified and qualified workforce, particularly in scientific and technological fields. These new demands have resulted in a functional overload, where universities attempt too many things without changing the structure of the institution and are simultaneously faced with increasing demands for efficiency and accountability.

General planning for higher education is based on the Special Development Plan for Higher Education and the National Medium Term Economic Plan (Niiniluoto 1990). The government approves the development plan every four years, establishing overall objectives for the development of higher education:

1. Areas of activity selected for emphasis;
2. Specific development projects in research and teaching; and
3. Changes in numbers of students.

Each university also has a medium-term plan that is coordinated with a general economic plan for higher education and the national medium-term plan (Hüfner and Rau 1987). The Higher Education Development Act of 1987 guaranteed an annual increase of 15 percent in funding for research and postgraduate studies during a five-year period—on the condition that a university’s performance be accountable and evaluated. Resource planning, efficiency, flexibility, leadership, and accountability have become key descriptors of current higher education policy in Finland.

**Use of performance indicators.** The Higher Education Development Act of 1987 directed all higher education institutions to apply a system of performance evaluation resulting in sufficient and comparable data on outputs and costs of institutional activities (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). The Ministry of Education’s working group on improving the methods of evaluating the performance of universities observed that a variety of data related to university productivity had been collected and stored by different authorities. The group identified a number of problems with the existing data collection process, including overlapping work, slow availability of information, difficulties in comparing data, and the lack of data use in planning (Niiniluoto 1990).
In response to the recommendations of the working group, the Ministry of Education created a data base to be used as a public clearinghouse for data about higher education. The information is reported by institution, with no departmental or individual data, and contains basic definitions. Available data from 1981 to the present include:

1. Number of students
2. Number of degrees conferred (masters, licentiate, doctorate)
3. Staff by rank
4. Costs
5. Supplementary training courses

Beginning in 1988, three data elements were added: sources of income other than budgeted funds, scientific publications, and research fellows working abroad. The working group proposed the creation of additional data bases at universities that would include certain information by department: number of teaching and research personnel, expenditures by department, research financed by outside sources, and scientific activities. While the scientific community is critical and suspicious of the use of performance indicators as a result of the lack of prior discussion concerning their use in evaluation (Niiniluoto 1990), the general sense is that indicators could prove to be useful tools if developed and applied to increase the high quality of teaching and research (Kellis 1992a).

Although the evaluation system is still being refined in Finland, the principle of rewarding efficient institutions and departments has already begun (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). Institutions receive additional funding as a reward for their production of graduates who engage in research and postgraduate research training. State officials are generally content to leave the educational system alone and to effect change through marginal increments (Stolte-Heiskanen 1992). As such, the development of performance indicators in Finland has focused on aggregate measures without serious concern about institutional contexts and dynamics. Future attempts to develop indicators should focus on processes rather than inputs and outputs. The government's top down approach to developing performance indicators (Hölttä 1988)
results in no understanding of the complexities in educational processes or the many dimensions of outcomes in the production of knowledge. The next few years will be critical for Finnish higher education as administrators attempt to find a balance between state and academic control.

**Sweden**

**Background.** Since reform in 1977, Swedish higher education has consisted of an integrated system that includes traditional university studies, former professional colleges, and a number of study programs previously offered by the secondary school system (Bauer 1990). Currently, Sweden has 31 institutions operated by the central government at 21 locations. (Furumart 1989). The creation of a single comprehensive system of postsecondary education resulted from a need to reduce the differences in status between postsecondary sectors and to respond to requirements of rational planning (Kells 1992b). The National Board of Universities and Colleges serves as the central government authority for higher education and research. Approximately 184,000 students attend Swedish higher education institutions, an increase of 25,000 from 1990 to 1993 (Sander 1994a).

**Environmental context.** The National Board initiated a project to foster self-study and self-evaluation among departments and institutions (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). Workshops that provided simulation exercises in trimming budgets highlighted the difficulties in coping with conflicting goals and in establishing measures of quality while relating to harsh economic realities. This move to increased decentralization has resulted in greater autonomy for universities and university colleges, particularly through increased responsibility for planning, allocation of resources, and development (Sizer, Spee, and Bormans 1992). State budgeting systems are also being changed, resulting in more lump-sum funding to institutions.

This decentralization does not mean that the government plans to relinquish all control of postsecondary education (Bauer 1990). Indeed, the intended change is from management by instruction to management by objectives—which requires more systematic evaluation than has previously been present in Swedish higher education. Responsibility for follow up, quality control, and audits of activity has also been
given to individual institutions. Naturally, evaluation and methodologies have been high priorities for discussion, including the development and use of performance indicators. Swedish scholars are questioning the uses of institutional self-evaluation (Furumart 1989). Some contend that evaluations should not provide information to government authorities for their decision making, nor should it be a process for institutional assessment of efficiency, quality, and performance to outside parties. They view self-evaluation as an internal affair designed to provide a sound basis for institutional decisions.

**Use of performance indicators.** Rather than building a completely new system of evaluation for higher education, authorities proposed that Sweden build on the better forms of evaluation already in existence (Bauer 1990). A fundamental component of this system would be the National Board's annual report on higher education, which synthesizes data submitted by all universities and colleges on the use of resources and its results. The statistical data that have been regularly collected and published in the annual report include:

1. Number of student equivalents provided
2. Number of student equivalents used
3. Number of annual student equivalents provided
4. Number of annual student equivalents used
5. Total credit production
6. Total expenditures
7. Total number of graduations (Kells 1992b).

Swedish policy, however, does not specify the kind of performance information to be provided by the institutions (Cave, Hanney, and Kogan 1991). Government legislation in 1988 called for the development of yardsticks to compare Swedish higher education and research to other countries. These measures, however, do not rank institutions and do not link quality control to processes within higher education.

National elections in September 1994 marked the return to political control by Social Democrats after a three year shift to a center right coalition and their move to decentralize Swedish higher education (Sander 1994a). The return of socialist leadership, however, will not eliminate the use of
performance indicators and an emphasis on accountability. Rather, to allocate funds to institutions, the use of indicators like examination results and the number of students graduating will continue, while quantitative measures will be eliminated from assessments of quality.

**Denmark**

**Background.** Denmark has five traditional universities, as well as 12 other institutions offering university-level instruction (Sander 1994b). The higher education system enrolls approximately 156,000 students, or about 15 percent of the college-age population. University-level institutions can be public or private, with a Board of Governors overseeing the private institutions and a Rector appointed by the Ministry of Education governing the public institutions (Bache and Maassen 1993). Government funding accounts for 100 percent of teaching expenditures in higher education, with funding increasingly moving to a lump-sum allocation.

**Environmental context.** The University Administration Act of 1970 gave significant influence to students in the governance of universities. Critics called for stronger management of the higher education sector, which resulted in Parliament's giving the Minister of Education power in 1976 to regulate access and fix student numbers in broad program areas (Kells 1992b). This initiative by the ministry has improved control of the budget and helped balance higher education programs with the needs of the labor market. Nevertheless, the current system has a number of persistent weaknesses:

1. Teaching and research are budgeted separately, but the Ministry does not know how the appropriations are used. The Ministry uses budget figures only, not accounting figures.
2. No centrally fixed teaching load exists, and each collegiate body decides the amount of resources allocated for teaching.
3. Often the institutions themselves are not aware of the consequences of their elaborate systems to allocate teaching loads and resources. No accurate information exists on how teachers spend their working time.
4. Between 40 and 60 percent of professional resources are allocated to research, but little is known about research output and the quality of research.
5. The Ministry is responsible for most of the buildings, and it is not possible to assess general costs and compare them with similar information for other institutions.
6. The Ministry does not have easy access to information on mobility and age of personnel.
7. No comparable information exists on study programs among the various institutions (Von Linstow 1990).

In response to these concerns, the Ministry began to make the system more flexible and responsive to the needs of society, while calling for greater accountability from universities (Sizer 1992). In addition, the Ministry created a general computer-based information system to serve as a tool in the daily management of institutions and the overall management of higher education. While the words "performance indicators" were not used at that time, the Ministry wants to have this type of information (Kells 1993).

State funding of higher education has been streamlined, with half of each institutional budget automatically awarded each year and the rest tied to the production of graduates (Sander 1994b). This concern for the small annual number of graduating students was based on most students' slow pace of completion and on the frequent interruptions in their program of study.

Use of performance indicators. In 1990, the Danish government released a plan, "An Open Market for Higher Education," which emphasizes a supervisory role for government and a decentralized, market-driven system for universities and students (Bache and Maassen 1993). The 1990 plan was codified in a 1992 law requiring external evaluation of teaching quality in response to decentralization (Frederiks, Westerheijden, and Weusthof 1994). This exchange of assessment for autonomy differs from the Dutch system, however, as Danish universities did not respond to government initiatives. Consequently, a government funded independent agency was created to coordinate the quality assessment system (Sander 1994b). The evaluation program is administered by independent educators and professionals in Denmark. A major feature of the assessment is the collection of data from students, graduates, and employers to "mine" "customer satisfaction" at a national level, but no direct feedback is given to insti...
tutions. To date, institutions have strongly rejected attempts to incorporate performance indicators into evaluations (Sizer 1992), and tensions will continue between the government and institutions as long as the indicators are meant both to give internal insight and to provide information for external decisions (Sizer, Spec, and Bormans 1992). The Ministry has taken charge of the performance indicator project to ensure satisfactory solutions to the problem. The Danish experience illustrates the need to collaborate and cooperate when developing useful data that all parties can use (Kells 1993).

A Comparison of International Indicator Systems

Table 8 summarizes the use of performance indicators in the seven countries discussed in this section. For each country, nine comparative criteria are applied (see also Nedwek and Neal 1994b). The criteria are not intended to assess the relative merits of each approach but to summarize trends based on available research literature.

This sample of initiatives mirrors a number of themes discussed earlier (Nedwek and Neal 1994b). First, indicators primarily are variations of measures of input and outcomes. This mechanistic view of data selection could be driven by most initiatives' emphasis on accountability and by the close connection between accountability and budgeting. Inputs and outcomes most closely resemble the emphasis on allocations of most appropriations processes.

Second, a remarkable similarity exists in the use of performance indicators, regardless of the geographic setting. Despite differences in the size, scale, and complexity of the state higher education system, the indicators and approaches to their use are very similar in format, focus, and dissemination. But there are other similarities:

1. Organizational control seems to be hierarchical during development of the model. Early indications from Great Britain suggest a movement to market control once the system matures.
2. The primary use of performance indicators focuses on monitoring existing systems.
3. The models are built on indirect connections to student learning, or an assumed leap of faith that outcomes can be attributed to processes in the institution.
TABLE 8
NINE CRITERIA FOR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
APPLIED TO SEVEN COUNTRIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Great Britain</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>Denmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Locus of Control: Clan, hierarchical, or market emphasis</td>
<td>Hierarchical with market emphasis</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Clan and governmental hierarchical</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Clan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Degree of Governmental Control Involvement: Direct, indirect, laissez faire</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Laissez faire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Focus of Performance Indicators: Institutional effectiveness, efficiency, economy</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sources of Variations in Quality: Emphasis on special or common causes</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Data Selection, Methods of Gathering Data, Levels of Aggregation: Input, process, outcomes</td>
<td>Emphasizes input</td>
<td>Inputs and outcomes</td>
<td>Inputs and outcomes</td>
<td>Inputs and outcomes</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Intended Audience: Internal or external decision makers and policy makers</td>
<td>External policy makers</td>
<td>Internal and external decision makers</td>
<td>Internal and external decision makers</td>
<td>External decision makers</td>
<td>External decision makers</td>
<td>External decision makers</td>
<td>External policy makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Emphasis of Use: Monitoring measuring progress, forecasting, diagnosing, allocating, manipulating, symbols</td>
<td>Monitoring and evaluating</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>Monitoring and forecasting</td>
<td>Monitoring and forecasting</td>
<td>Monitoring and forecasting</td>
<td>Monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Intended Impact on Students Learning: Direct, indirect, assumed</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Relationship to Institutional Mission: Direct, indirect, - or assumed link between mission and system design</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This overview of existing performance indicator systems helps clarify practices around the world. A study of five of the countries discussed in this section is the basis for the following ten suggestions to facilitate funding agencies' development and use of performance indicators in relationships between governments and institutions:

1. It is important for a government to spend time clearly specifying and communicating its objectives and policies for the higher education system [before] discussing with insti...
tutions the development and use of a system of performance indicators.

2. Government should stimulate discussions with institutions to encourage identification of institutional objectives in the context of government policies so as to identify areas of agreement on criteria for assessing achievements.

3. It is important for a government at an early stage to explain fully to institutions the uses . . . it intends to make of performance indicators as part of the process of securing institutional acceptance of their use for assessing achievements.

4. It is important to invest time and resources on developing jointly with institutional representatives a sound conceptual basis for subsequent development, including defining the nature, purpose, and limitations of each indicator.

5. To build a reliable data base, it is important to start from the needs for data within institutions . . . to secure an interest and active participation in the development and operation of the data base.

6. To lessen tensions that [could] arise in diverse and selective systems, it is a prerequisite to make a distinction between the information requirements of different levels of management (faculty, institution, and national) and accept that not all management statistics in the national data base should be available for use by national bodies.

7. If the funding model is based on equality of opportunity, funding, and comparable quality of institutions and courses . . . the primary purposes of assistance to institutional managers and the provision of relevant and reliable data that [account] for regional and special institutional factors [should be emphasized].

8. [Institutions should be involved] in the review of existing or the development of new resource allocation models.

9. [It should be recognized] that comparable teaching quality assurance systems informed by agreed performance indicators are best developed by the institutions if their ownership is to be secured or ownership is vested in an independent body.

10. It might be natural and necessary for government to start the process of developing a national system of performance indicators but afterward leave it to the institutions of higher education to develop proposals on how they will fulfill the demands (Sizer 1992, pp. 156–63).
Summary
International state higher education systems are diverse in size, scope, and mission, while international applications of performance indicators conversely present numerous similarities in the context, development, and use of such accountability measures. Increased fiscal constraints, a call for relevance to the workplace, and a growing concern for return on the public’s investment have all shaped the development of performance indicator systems in the countries examined in this section. The final section builds on this international survey to probe future implications for policy and practice.
CHALLENGES FOR THE REST OF THE 1990s

Limited resources, rising expectations, and a growing awareness of the interconnectedness of educational systems have implications for higher education and how its stakeholders will respond to heightened calls for public accountability. The cynic will dismiss or deny the moment, calling accountability and quality assurance yet one more fad foisted upon underpaid faculty by a burgeoning bureaucracy. The hard pressed, sincere policy maker will wonder whether performance systems improve the quality of the learning environment enough to justify their increasing costs. Other less hardened or less cynical observers, inside and outside the academy, might view the remaining half of the 1990s as a rare and narrow window of opportunity to reinforce and revitalize one of society's core functions—higher education.

The academy is beginning to understand that "getting back to basics" means far more than the three R's of elementary and secondary education. It includes revitalizing a sense of academic integrity and, albeit reluctantly, providing more collective responsibility through a coherent, quality curriculum with an effective cadre of faculty. Expectations for authentic education, a revitalized faculty embracing new roles, and more learning for fewer government dollars have transformed the issues of the 1970s and 1980s from access concerns about and assessment of productivity, quality, and accountability.

We need to remind ourselves that the academy, unlike policymakers and other stakeholders in the community, has always seen fit—by one means or another—to gauge how well it is doing. For most of this century, higher education sought ways to determine quality and to compare performance among a set of institutions. The current interest in performance indicators, in a sense, represents another tool for measuring and monitoring quality. But it appears that the purposes of performance indicators have changed over the past half century. Rankings based on reputation appear to have served more symbolic than informational expectations of management. Rankings served as "brag sheets," providing only a loose connection to performance (Dooris and Teeter 1994), and discussions of reputation served as unobtrusive measures of influence within the academy.

Performance indicators were later used to improve decisions about the allocation of resources, especially through use of tools developed by the National Center for Higher Edu
cation Management Systems. More recently, indicators have been used to design strategies for containing costs (Turk 1992) and to increase efficiency in the use of resources (Rush 1992). These newer tools, however, represent a significant departure from earlier methodologies, especially techniques to measure reputation, as performance indicators have melded quality assurance with accountability to external stakeholders. Having moved beyond symbolism and indirect measures of influence, the newer tools have brought greater politicization, because the stakes are now much higher.

In addition to the link to accountability, performance indicators appear to provide a more serious appraisal of performance than the earlier methodologies. Even the more rigorous approaches undertaken by regional or professional accreditation bodies have not enjoyed consistent support as the preferred methodology for achieving quality assurance. The “clubbiness” of higher education (Ewell 1994a), a tradition of highly abbreviated site visits, and the potential for politicizing self-study teams in some regions of the United States remain a problem.

**Short-term Future Trends**

Given this brief look at the recent past and a sample of applications on three continents, what can higher education administrators expect in the future? Four recent trends will help shape the future of the academy, particularly in the United States, and discussions about quality assurance and accountability (Ewell 1994a). First, higher education will continue to be viewed as a key asset. Second, accountability in the K-12 arena will remain more specific and focused, while higher education will continue facing a crisis of confidence from policy makers. Third, the dominant focus will return to undergraduate education, especially the general education component of the curriculum and graduates’ skills. Fourth, higher education will remain driven by the market and highly sensitive to community support.

This overview of quality assurance programs and performance indicator initiatives in North America, western Europe, and Australia suggests several other themes and trends. What then lies ahead? The remainder of this section explores some of these themes and their implications for the higher education community.
First, performance indicators could achieve influence beyond their preponderant use as symbols to satisfy discontented policy makers and consumers, becoming instead powerful tools that complement existing quality assurance practices. The explosion of indicators, opportunities for comparative assessments, and increased standardization of key indicators and their definitions suggest greater use of performance indicators in allocating resources.

Second, these new tools could be useful beyond meeting the information needs of governing boards and policy makers. It is reasonable to suggest that indicators could be useful for consumers of higher education. Better information in the hands of parents, counselors, and students remains in high demand. Similarly, industrial leaders as board members, philanthropic agencies with their emphasis on restricted giving, and bond underwriters see the potential for accessing better data on institutional performance.

Third, as patterns of usage continue to evolve, it appears that mandates for accountability are the primary focus, while improvement to academic processes remains somewhat secondary, largely because of difficulties with integrating such measures in the design of performance indicators. Total quality management and continuous process improvement held promise as potential proxies of assessing academic process, but they have failed for the most part to become part of management cultures in higher education. Applications are far more successful in classic business functional areas than in pedagogic settings (Dooris and Teeter 1994; Teeter and Lazier 1993).

The future seems to support continued reliance on administrative rather than professional accountability (Edgerton 1993a, 1993b). The use of "league tables" in Europe and North America (Webster 1992), for example, is creating an atmosphere of superimposed, external standards of excellence. Because so many systems of performance indicators serve to monitor and control operations, it is more likely that the second half of the 1990s will bring continued emphasis on bureaucratic accountability than on professional accountability. Current incentives provided to faculty do not encourage collective responsibility for quality in the academy. The faculty *will* use data from performance indicators but only when more incentives exist for doing so. The best potential for professional accountability might be through revisiting...
performance standards within the academy. Decisions about rank and tenure, for example, that are more sensitive to the heightened interest in excellent teaching of undergraduates could help restore more faith and trust in the academy for students and other consumers.

Fourth, given the fads that have marked higher education management circles—management by objective, zero base budgeting, planning-programming-budgeting systems, for example—it remains highly unlikely that performance indicators in institutions will create enough broad-based support to sustain a reform movement. If performance indicators are integrated with broader requirements for information, however, it is possible that they can become more useful as management tools (Borden and Banta 1994).

As organizations and educational systems move toward a network approach to the functioning of organizations, managers will need to adjust accordingly. A networked organization will demand that managers:

1. Respond more rapidly to new situations, such as demographic changes;
2. Handle conflict and uncertainty where lines of authority and decision making are blurred;
3. Learn higher-order skills in analysis and conceptualization;
4. Learn how to work in problem-focused teams;
5. Use systems of measurement that are sensitive to cooperative working environments;
6. Share resources and nurture diffuse accountability;
7. Use information technology to move information to decision makers more rapidly and within narrower planning cycles; and
8. Obtain the technology infrastructure to support emerging data management systems (Rokart and Short 1990).

Performance indicator systems can serve as potentially useful tools in the emerging cooperative work environments.

Performance indicator systems can help create greater attention to context and mission, articulating rules for decision making in building comparison groups, making data more actionable, and developing a stronger conceptual and theoretical base. The issue will be whether managers can be developed rapidly enough to take advantage of the information. Were indicator systems to be used as quick solutions to com
plex problems, however (for example, acting as threshold standards for decisions about funding), policy makers and decision makers would quickly find themselves in a nonproductive, adversarial environment.

Fifth, the tension between further centralization or renewed interest in decentralization will remain strong. Greater centralization, particularly at the state level, accompanied by growth in the use of performance indicator systems appears more likely to continue in the United States, but a reversal of that approach could soon appear in Europe. Part II of the 1992 amendments to the U.S. Higher Education Act encourages the federal government to set standards in areas traditionally reserved to institutions, for example, defining students' satisfactory progress as taking 150 percent of the published time to complete a program. Schools must also demonstrate that less than a third of their undergraduates withdraw during the regular academic year. In addition, state regulatory language must include quantifiable standards for completion and graduation rates. Equally significant, accreditation officials are empowered to conduct unannounced site visits to all institutions with vocational programs.

Although the U.S. Department of Education retreated considerably from earlier drafts of the regulations for Part II, the greater federalization of higher education in the United States is likely to continue. While state postsecondary review entities are mandated to develop specific indicators to monitor higher education institutions at the state level, standards set by SPREs must be reviewed and approved by the federal government. Other federal legislation reinforces the theme of centralization. For example, the Student Right-to-Know and Campus Security Act requires reporting data about graduation rates and frequency of crimes occurring. Policy makers' perceptions that higher education has not adequately reformed itself internally and that supporting agencies like accrediting bodies are not up to the task have encouraged this shift in the locus of control.

Several European developments, in contrast, suggest renewed interest in quality assurance models that involve members of the academy. Quality audits by peers, somewhat akin to visits by accreditation teams in the United States, remain a viable way for an institution to assess performance. It is difficult to speculate whether external performance indicator systems can be used to complement the work of such
auditing teams. It might well be that different types of institutions will be encouraged to develop institutional indicators or to select measures from existing national indicator systems that fit their distinct mission. The demand for increased quality while offering increased autonomy in countries such as the Netherlands certainly provides attractive alternatives. With the exception of a few outcome measures associated with core funding decisions, performance indicators are little used by the Dutch. More important, the number of indicators is kept relatively small, reflecting the government's view that its involvement in the affairs of higher education should be kept to a minimum (Jongbloed and Westerheijden 1994).

Sixth, access to administrative performance systems through networks within and among continents will accelerate in the last half of the 1990s. Developments in hardware and software can now support access to high volume transaction processing and the creation of mammoth frozen files. Historically disparate data bases are becoming accessible through new languages. These rapid technological changes will increase the potential for use of systemic performance indicators across a range of core institutional functions and locations.

Seventh, awareness is growing about the seamlessness of all education—K-12 through postsecondary—and across political borders, but it is unclear whether future indicator systems will be more intimately linked horizontally or vertically. Although discussions are under way in elementary and secondary schools, community colleges, and universities about educational problems in the United States, resulting commitments to collaboration in the areas of access, curriculum, and development might not necessarily extend to integrated indicator systems. A more likely situation would involve efforts to develop national indicators with direct links to schools and systems that would be viewed as micromanagement among lower levels of educational systems.

Performance indicator systems, however, might become more sensitive to the interdependence of all levels of education. For example, measures of students' performance in community colleges often include continuation rates to a four-year institution as a "positive" outcome (American Association of Community 1994). For K-12, the Goals 2000 Act establishes voluntary national goals in the areas of, among others, students' achievement, teachers' preparation, adult literacy, and partnerships between school and home.
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Comparisons of performance could move to an international level involving multinational comparisons similar to those developed by the OECD and, more recently, by the National Center for Education Statistics (1994a). A clear movement has evolved toward developing core performance indicators that can be applied across the globe. Such measures as student outcomes, retention, time to degree, graduation, employment patterns, and continued education can be used across nations. Indeed, the indicators used by the various countries examined in this volume are comparable, thus inviting comparison if problems concerning definition are solved. Such measures could hold special promise if such measures of outcome can be adjusted for characteristics, for example, students’ readiness (Astin 1993b).

**Impediments to Further Development**

Although performance indicators potentially can improve the quality of decision making, several obstacles to further refinement remain. First, the sheer number of indicators in some settings can serve more to confuse decision makers than to simplify the task of making choices. Winona State University, for example, tracks 250 measures (Winona 1994b), the University of Miami more than 100 (Sapp 1993; Sapp and Temares 1991, 1992). How to convert this plethora of data to information that decision makers can use remains problematic.

Second, issues of the validity and reliability of data generated from existing indicators must be addressed systematically, especially where performance indicators are part of allocating resources. Recognition is growing that quality assurance and accountability systems, such as those implied in most indicator models, cannot be designed to be applied independent of context. Institutional representatives and architects of performance systems are beginning to recognize the importance of mission and institutional context. From selecting to operationalizing indicators, decision makers are becoming more aware that context makes a difference. This heightened sensitivity has already created considerable discussion about core performance standards needed for comparison across institutions, systems, states, or countries. The problems associated with statistical or physical control of contextual variables illustrate the substantial methodological limitations that surround components of outcomes research of performance indicator
initiatives (Pascarella and Terenzini 1991). Outcome measures, for example, remain a concern because of problems of "contextual validity" associated with any generic ability construct (Mentkowski and Rogers 1988).

While context remains a key factor in shaping the design of performance indicators, it is important to distinguish fiscal measures from indicators of academic process and outcomes. The language of accounting and the rules of logic that have long served measurement of fiscal accountability have nurtured a standard vocabulary within the fiscal world. Calls for sensitivity to context are more appropriate for performance accountability. Mission driven indicator installations, such as SUNY's system and campus performance indicators, can be designed to reflect contextual factors surrounding goals for access while using business and financial measures to assess funding (Burke 1993b).

Third, as this review has shown, a leap of faith exists between concerns over input or contextual characteristics and outcomes (Nedwek 1994). This leap of faith represents the untested assumption that the educational system and its institutions, programs, or culture explain variations in outcomes. Few signs exist that a consensus is emerging on the dimensions and indicators of process variables or the role they should play in quality assurance (U.S. Dept. of Education 1992). This lack of agreement over process measures is more apparent at the system level than at the institutional level, where public interest in the learning environment could be more focused. Equally important, at a lower level, analytic results from the use of indicators can yield more alternatives for policy. Some research, for example, has reported that what happens in the classroom is associated with cognitive growth (National Center for Higher 1993b). Opportunities for active learning, frequent feedback on performance, and peer interaction appear to influence the development of higher order thinking skills (Astin 1993b; Light 1990; McKeachie et al. 1987). Critics of professional and regional accrediting associations in the United States note, however, that the current emphasis is on the act of assessment rather than on how the learning environment is improved (Nichols 1991a, 1991b). The irony is that while process phenomena are related to outcomes, they do require considerable investment in resources for gathering data. In addition, the methodological or political costs associated with gathering data lessen the likelihood that
they will become a standard area of interest in performance indicator systems.

Process issues at the macro level have attracted recent attention through the development of proxy administrative measures. Launched in 1992, NACUBO's Benchmarking Project is one of the more ambitious attempts to apply multiple performance indicators across 38 functions and processes in higher education (Kempner and Shafer 1993). Another interesting development is the biennial survey of strategic indicators conducted by AGB in collaboration with Peterson's Guides (Taylor et al. 1991).

It is unclear whether process measures will be more widely found in performance indicator systems. We know that far more attention is currently given to outcomes and outputs. Process measures might be more useful to decision makers at the program level than to policy makers inside or outside an institution, system, or nation. The perceived utility of process measures could be more likely to increase when information serves formative evaluation goals. Sorting out the uses of indicators by various stakeholders could yield greater visibility of process measures but little integration with most existing uses of performance indicators.

Fourth, faced with the temptation of complexity, added administrative costs, resistance from faculty, and a less for giving political culture, the probability increases that by the turn of the century most indicator systems will be viewed as too costly and ineffective as primary management tools. In the United States, for example, administrative and support costs already represent nearly 30 percent of public education expenditures (Hauptman 1990).

Fifth, in the tradition of the individualistic frontier settler, a hands off mentality has long lingered as part of the academic culture in the United States. Despite the rituals of decisions about rank and tenure, we have held fast to the concepts of the independent, individual scholar and of academic freedom. The contribution to and responsibility for creativity in the academy have so far been largely accomplished through individual effort. Performance indicator systems do not fit the culture of individual workers well. A primary challenge for the future is to redirect institutional attention, in palatable doses, to more collective responsibility for restoring vitality and confidence in the academy. Too strong an emphasis on indicators, particularly by external agencies, however, could create an
unintended backlash among faculty, reinforcing individualism at the expense of shared accountability. The resulting antagonism would likely harm the very element that such reforms seek to improve—undergraduate education.

"...the tension between individual accountability and collective responsibility is certainly not limited to faculty. Organizational cultures, for example, can influence administrative behavior as well (Cameron and Ettington 1988; Peterson and Spencer 1993). Reengineering higher education includes moving from external controls to individual autonomy, from centralized systems to distributed networks, from hierarchical structures to horizontal networks, and from adult-child to adult-adult professional relationships (Penrod and Dolence 1992).

Incentives to nurture a sense of collective responsibility in the culture of higher education have not been forthcoming in large doses. Whether new ways of viewing education—as interconnected and mutually dependent components of a larger system—will promote such incentives remains unclear. Current methods of funding and managing education, especially the use of distinct revenue and expenditure streams, argue against collective responsibility across educational sectors.

Sixth, despite greater technological capacity to improve the efficiency of performance indicator systems, the focus of the indicators remains an issue. Critics of indicator systems suggest that current efforts fail to develop and apply a conceptual framework that is "based on research results and the interests of policy makers and educators" (Blank 1993, p. 67). Others have argued that most indicator systems are too ambitious and unfocused and lack validity and reliability. Perhaps the best that can be said is that the technology to collect performance indicators exists, but the evaluation of the results is yet flawed.

In sum, maintaining the balance between demands for public accountability and internal quality assurance in the last half of the 1990s will not be easy. Growing pressures and a focus on centralization have created a tendency toward greater intervention by parties beyond the campus. The pace of such involvement in the early 1990s suggests yet more external influence, particularly in the United States. The necessary independence of the campus is certainly not threatened, but the same level of flexibility as in past years will be difficult..."
to sustain. A major objective for campus and system administrators should be to respond to the new realities and place the institutional stamp and style on state or federal fiscal policies and education goals. The key is to strike a balance between campus autonomy and government accountability for all activities. To that end, the experiment is worth continuing.
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